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FACULTY MEMBER

Professor Slate, Business Administra-

tion.
FACULTY MEMBER
Is she already on?

Dolores Gonzales, Elementary Education.

DURRIE
No, she is on,
she is eligible. Anybody with
for reelection. The only ones
which there is no asterisk and

but her term is expiring so
asterisks here is eligible
that are not are these in
people in these departments.

PROFESSOR DRUMMOND
I would like to raise a question
about whether Paul Davis is eligible. If he is, I would
renominate him, but it seems to me that he has been on the
committee for four years.
HEADY

Your note says that he is ineligible.

DURRIE

Pardon?

HEADY The note that you sent with the agenda says
that Professor Davis is ineligible.
DURRIE
HEADY

I apologize, then.

Yes.

He is ineligible.

Professor Cottrel l .
COTTRELL
HEADY

Antreasian from Art.
Professor Green.

PROFESSOR GREEN Koenig, Professor Koenig.
also like to nominate --

I would

DURRIE
Koenig is continu~, he's ineligible.
on for next year.

He's

GREEN
Even though~ on there now, if projected
Plans go on, I will not be~ next fall, so I would like to
nominate Professor King from the Physics Department and
there would, therefore, not be a conflict.
FACULTY MEMBER

Professor Hersh, Mathematics .

FACULTY MEMBER

Martinez from civil Engineering.

PROFESSOR TILLOTSON

Professor Schmidt from Philosophy.

(,'

...

HEADY

Professor Power, did you have a nomination?

PROFESSOR POWER
ineligible.
HEADY

Caton.

FACULTY MEMBER

Don Foster, General Library.

Foster of Library.

d-

COTTRELL
HEADY

Horak, Nuclear Engineering.

Dean McRae.

DEAN McRAE

HEADY

Professor Whidden, Department of

Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER
HEADY

He's

Department chairman, he's ineligible.

FACULTY MEMBER
English.
HEADY

No, he's a chairman.

Professor Fi~ey, Biology.
Yes.

FACULTY MEMBER

Nason, Modern Languages.

HEADY

Professor Power.

POWER

I move that nominations be closed.

TILLOTSON

Seconded.

HEADY
Well, I would prefer to just take nominations
as long as there are some coming, especially since the
secretary wanted to have an ample supply.
DURRIE

I think we have enough, as far as that goes.

HEADY
Are there any further nominations? Hearing
no more nominations, I will assume the nominations are closed.
You have that list complete, now?
DURRIE
HEADY

Yes.
Thank you.

There will be a vote on these at

79
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the April meeting and there is a method of nomination by
petition, also.
DURRIE
Yes, did I make -- was any nomination made
that I failed to get on the board?
HEADY
Item four on the agenda is the report on
classified research.
I will recognize Professor Ferraro
for the Research Policy Committee.
DURRIE
While we are waiting, just in the interest
of economy, we won't be using the ballots so unless you
need them for scratch paper,', yourselves, you might leave
them and I will use them next month.

Classified
Research Poli
Adop ted

HEADY
I think that before I recognize Professor
Ferraro, I should point out to all the Faculty members here,
that item number five also deals with classified research,
and that is a motion that Professors Blum and Merkx have
made, and I think that was also distributeJk.ee,£; tt7
Was it distributed with the~ meeting? Yes,
it was.
Professor Ferraro.
PROFESSOR FERRARO
Since the report of the subcommittee
on classified research of the Research Policy Committee has
been included in the agenda, both 1:a.ckground and recommended
policy, I will keep my comments quite brief.
I should like only to point out a few things for you
as you get around to reading the agenda for today. The first
is what the charge of this subcommittee was which appears on
page six, namely: our charge was the responsibility of determining to what extent, if any, classified research may
restrict or o ther ~is e ~alt er t he educat i ona l ~pro c e s s ~bf the
university.
The second item which I should like to call your
attention to is the definition of classified research adopte d
by the committee and intended in the report: Classified
research is defined as any research which, upon completion
and after having been reported to those having prior r igh ts
to the research, is restricted from dissemination by a n y
agents other than the researcher himself.
When I undertook to chair this committee, I had the
Point of view about what the definition of classified
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research is one that I think many of you probably share
today.
In the process of the two years of working with
this committee and in holding hearings, I became educated
as to what is meant by classified research, and I am hopeful
that we will all become somewhat educated in the discussion
which I assume will follow.
My original impression was that classified research
meant that there was a little gnome somewhere in a locked
laboratory, building a military weapon of some sort.
Quite to the contrary ~ our definition intends to
reflect classified research as any research which is permitted, or prevented from dissemination, regardless of the
supporter of the research, regardless of the funding agency.
We attempted to accomplish by our policy which appears
on pages nine through eleven, to accomplish some six objectives.
It is the position of the Research Policy Committee that
restriction of the dissemination of information within an
academic community needs to be very much discouraged and
it is the intent of this policy to encourage all members of
the community, where possible, to engage in research which
is open and nonclassified.
One of the problems that this committee faced was
where the responsibility should lie in determining whether
or not classified research can take place on this campus,
since under the guise of classified research a whole host
of pure research efforts, a whole host of efforts supported
by a wide range of supporting agencies, for example:
Kellog's, who makes all our breakfast cereal likes to keep
classified their latest flavor and their nonnutritive cereal;
drug companies like to keep classified the latest tranquilizer
which we are going to feed _to all of us to keep our anxieties
down, and so forth.
We had to make some decision about where the responsibility should lie for deciding whether or not the research
undergone is an educational value or a professional value,
Which are the criteria which research is accepted and
acceptable to a university.
This report puts the responsibility for these decisions
Primarily upon the faculty member involved and is done so
in the good f~ith that the checks and balances of academia
are sufficient to cull out and to prevent the extremes of
abuse of this privilege.
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We do not feel that it is possible under
this kind of objective veredictum for an individual to
fit my initial image of the classified researche r, that is
the gnome ±n . the laboratory building weapon .
Quite to the contrary , we think that the tou chstone s
of educational and professi onal value would exclusively prevent this particular kind of activity.
With respect to the moral kinds of positions that one
must consider when they entertain c l assified research, the
major moral consideration that comes to the front is that
of how should the results of pure research be applied?
Once again, we, as a committee, are taking the position that
the fact that some pure research, whether classified or in
the public domain , has applicability, possibly, to military
pursuits, cannot be the primary responsibility of the researcher.
Whether research is or is not in the public domain
does not prevent the application by some other indi vidual
of the pure research for his own designs . Accordingly, we
are relying on the controls . present here, and the
academic situation to provide these kinds of checks and
balances.
One check and balance that we wanted to make very
explicit and therefore to include in our policy , and in
writing, was to be sure that the educational aspects of research, as applied to students doing research training at
this university and obtaining degrees, would not be classified .
As i t now sits at thi s university, i t is possible to
petition the Graduate Committee in order to have a student's
dissertation or master t h esis passed on the classified basis .
We found this totally unaccep table and accordingly
our policy would explicitly prohibit any classification of
student research, and we expanded it not only to dissertations and master's theses, but indiv idual problern · courses _or
lab courses or things of this nature.
The other thing that we found unac ce __ table and there fore i t is reflected in our policy, was the exi stence of
any restricted are a complexes on campus .
By th at we mean
any physical areas or locations on the campus wh ich are
Under barrier or u nde r lock and key, other than , of course,
for p u rposes of safety such as the power plant or something
of th at nature.
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It is the intent of this policy, where classified research requires a locked laboratory or the locked doors,
that this would not be possible on the campus proper, and
those kinds of activities would have to take place at other
locations than the campus.
Finally, the policy attempts to provide a .route of appeal
for individuals who may come under this policy.
Mr. Chairman, so we can get to the discussion more
rapidly, I should like to move that the final report of the
Research Policy Committee, classified research subcommittee,
as appears on the bottom of pages nine, ten, and eleven of
the agenda, be approved and transmitted to the Faculty
Handbook.
HEADY

Is there a second to the motion?

(Seconded.)
HEADY

It's been seconded.

Is there discussion?

Professor Blum.
PROFESSOR BLUM
I would like to urgethat the motion
not be accepted for the following reasons: one, it is not
a policy.
It urges us not to do classified research while
saying, "Go ahead and do it if you feel like it." This is
ridiculous.
Two, it's discriminatory. It allows the Faculty members to reap the benefits of classified research while prohibiting students to do so .
Three, the background material is misleading in two
places that I found.
on page seven we get the impression
that the Research Policy Committee unanimously approved the
policy which was not the case. On page eight, we get the
impression that the subcommittee incorporated changes suggested by the Faculty Policy Committee, and again this is
not the case.
For these reasons, as well as for the simple reason
that secret research is the precise opposite of a free
University, I urge that this document not be accepted.
HEADY

Yes.

PROFESSOR KELLY
Engineering.

Professor Kelly of Electrical

'••.
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Lee brought up the fact that there was one dissenting
vote; it was mine. At the time that I had this explained
to me what it meant, I did not agree with what the -- the
way it was stated, and what it meant, so therefore, I did
not vote.
But subsequently, reading it and getting it further
clarified, I agree with it.
HEADY

Professor Regener.

PROFESSOR REGENER
The one dissenting vote in the
Research Policy Committee which was quite loud and clear,
was mine.
I am talking about the committee.
KELLY
probation, sorry.
HEADY

I was on

Yes, sir.

PROFESSOR KYNER
I would like to urge that this be
rejected because I think the definition of classified research
is far too broad, that the definition given in the Blum-Merkx
resolution is the appropriate one that where the moral
difficulty is centered. There is a difficult problem in deciding whether or not one should be allowed to analyze drugs
and not let other people know the results. There are difficult
problems concerning the interviews of historical politicians
or whatever, who request that the results be delayed for
twenty-five years or whatever.
These issues, I think, are somewhat separate from the
moral issues of doing military work at a university. For
this reason, I think the broad definition of classified research in the document should be rejected. The only way I
know how to do that is to reject the whole document.
HEADY

Professor Ferraro.

FERRARO
First of all, I would like -- Mr. Blum hadn't
talked so quickly so I could follow where all these objections
were and what they were.
Secondly, I would simply like to ask the gentleman
that just spoke what his definition of military research is.
KYNER
I will quote: · ·"In · this context classified
refers to any materia ls whose free dissemination is prohibited
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by any agency of the United States government for reasons

of military security."
HEADY

Professor Regener.

REGENER
I would like to read the resolution of the
Faculty Policy Committee which was made after receiving this
document from the Research Policy Committee, a resolution
which the Research Policy Committee did not accept.
Since the very essence of a university is its moral
commitment to the proposition that all ideas, theories, and
professional experiments and discoveries are open to discussion and communication and scrutiny by all who seek
truth, the pursuit of classified research is fundamentally
inconsistent with this. Therefore, the University of New
Mexico will not, under any circumstances, be a party to
any grant or contract that involves classified research.
I think it's clear that this is the opposite pole
which would simply not permit any classified research even
administered by the university at some other location.
At the time the Faculty Policy Committee adopted
this resolution and sent it back to the Research Policy
Committee, I thought it would be perhaps useful to communicate to the Research Policy Committee and that was done by
the Faculty Policy Committee, another proposal which I think
would represent an acceptable compromise. That read like
this:
Therefore, the University of New Mexico will not,
under any circumstances, except in case of a national emergency, be a party to any grants or contract th a t carries a
security classification unless it is stipulated that the
work under the grant or contrac t will be undertaken by the
university as a service to the sp.onsoring agency and that
such service is to bear no relationship whatever to the
university's educational objectives.
This was transmitted to the Research Policy Committee
as a proposal without endorsement of the Faculty Policy
Committee, but it would permit such activities as the
civil engineering research facility to continue because it's
off campus, it's a separate unit and it does provide support
for students.
rt does provide support for faculty members
who could thus continue.
I would like to ask the sponsors of the Blum-Merkx
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resolution, namely Mr. Blum and Mr. Merkx, to tell the Faculty
whether or not according to their wording in their resolution, such activities which . are off campus in an accepted
unit, would be permitted to continue.
If they were, it would appear to me that that would be
very acceptable compromise, because it's done in a separate
unit off campus.
It's not an integral part of the academic
activities of the university, and I would certainly urge that
resolution now before the meeting be defeated, and that
Messrs. Blum and Merkx be given an opportunity to present
their resolution, and I would urge that that resolution then
be adopted.
It does limit the area of classification to government restrictions. These government restrictions are declining in number and should not be accepted in a university
atmosphere.
I also think that with this compromise that whatever
is left in terms of classified research on the campus is
minimal in extent and could very well be carried .out through
this outside agency such as the civil engineering research
facility.
HEADY

Do you want to respond?

BLUM
I merely want to say that I know how happy I am
about it, that it not serve as an academic unit.
I don't
know how Professor Merkx feels.
MERKX
That would also be my reading, that our
resolution refers back to units and not off campus academic
facilities.
HEADY

Yes, Professor Sorenson.

PROFESSOR SORENSON
I would like to speak in favor
of the committee's resolution and against the Blum-Merkx
resolution.
I am one of the people who are affected by this resolution.
I haven't spoken at other meetings on this question,
but I think that there are two things that perhaps you people
don't know that may be of interest to you.
I have just been asked to become a consultant on
S.A.L.T. Two.
My work has been in the arms control field.

I

would be consultant to the Department of Defense. My work
will be on record.
It is, however, in the area of arms
control, and it is military work, and I would like to be
able to do this kind of work.
I think an awful lot of very good work in the area
of arms control has been done at the universities.
Those
of you, for example, who were opposed to the A.B.M., the
information that you got on A.B . M. came out of the universities, people like myself who were working on it, who were
able to come up with some of the detailed information,
point out some of the holes, and make it possible to argue
against governmental agencies that were not going to present this concrete information at all.
The same thing holds true for test bans, some of the
leading research work on seismic detection has been done
at the universities.
It's now possible, as a result of the
breakthroughs that have been made, to detect the difference
between an underground earthquake and underground explosion,
down to just two kilotons.
Governmental agencies are not
particularly interested in pushing for test bans at th i s
point.
If you read your journals and magazines, most of
the people who are pushing for it are academic.
Without the right to do some kind of consulting,
without the right to have some kind of contract which
enables us to get the information, it's very hard to do
this kind of work.
One of the points that I like about the original
committee's recommendation is that it does a couple of things:
it asks the university to stipulate to the government that
it would prefer to have this information in the open; that,
two, if it is classified research work, that the researcher
be allowed to discuss procedures and conclusions in public;
and thirdly, it sets up a procedure for appeal.
So that
there are some controls.
The Merkx and Julius Blum resolution does none of these
things and I am not at all sure exactly what the implications
are here because I have talked to both of them in private and
I have gotten two different opinions here.
One said it's an absolute ban on military research;
the other says, no, it's just academic units. And I think
for the sake of clarify, it would be better to stick to the
original committee resolution.
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I have one other appeal, though, that I would like to
make. One of the reasons why I prefer to stay in the academic world and not work for the government, is that I am my
own boss, and I can pretty much say the things I want to
say, and this has been on e of the hal lmarks of the academic
world. We have all cherished the fact that we had academi c
freedom and that we had the right to dissent to do our own
thing.
The problem, of course, has always been that classified
research work means that some things are restricted and that
not ; all information is always disseminated, and it's because
of thi s problem that I did not rise at the other two meeti ngs.
There's one analogy, however, comes to mind, and
that's the American Civil Liberties Union and it's always
taken the stand that regardless what a person h as to say,
his rights should be protected and it seems to me that the
right of every academy should be protected.
The resolution that is on the floor, and it is to -if we would follow the committee's recommendation, why,
this right for all of us to do our own thing and to do so
freely within an academic world, will be protected.
The alternate resolution, particularly if we follow
the interpretation of an absolute ban, denies some of us the
right to do our own thing, and in effect it has the very
reverse of what it pretends to do.
It will make for a closed
society rather than open, and so really, I plead for an open
society and on the principle of the question, I urge the
support of the original committee's recommendation.
BLUM

Mr. Chairman, I would like to respond.

We are not discussing the Blum-Merkx resolution, but
I don't know what Professor Sorenson is clear about what a
consultant is. There is no word about consultants not doing
classified research in our resolution. Anyone has any right
to do whatever consulting he wishes at any agency. I want
to make that clear.
HEADY

Professor Kelly.

KELLY
I feel compelled to speak, because I was misinterpreted awhile ago.
I was on the subcommittee, not the
committee Professor Blum talked about, but I have always had a
Vested interest in this.
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I have been principal investigator on the research
contract that's been classified since 1968. We have h ad
one dissertation come of that which is nonclassified, in
which a laser radar was developed that could see through
clouds which has a lot of potential uses for society .
But I guess you could also say it has potential
uses for the military.
I am in the process of writing the fina l report o n
that contract, four hundred and forty-six pages, and our
contract is being terminated on the thirtieth of this month.
I do not wish to get another classified contract,
myself.
It's a pain to have to go through all the process.
We are off campus. We are out at Kirtland in a vault,
and all our work has been off campus. But you do have to
go through a lot of red tape in getting thing s typed up and
put out.
So, I wouldn't want another classified research for
the details you have to get into. But I don't want to assume
the responsibility of telling my other colleagues they can't
have one. Should the national emergency arise and it's
necessary that I do another cl assified contract, I will
probably take it, so I would like to recommend that we d o
accept the policy that's first presented here by Doug
Ferraro because as the last speaker pointed out, it does
leave my colleagues the freedom to do things they wish to do.
Thank you.
HEADY
Is there anyone who has not spoken?
would you identify yourself?
PROFESSOR GOODMAN
HEADY

Yes, sir,

Goodman, Philosophy.

Professor Goodman.

GOODMAN
I want to respond to one argument that
Professor Kelly and -- I don't know your name -- brough t up.
~t also seems to appear in the ori g inal report, and t h a t
is the argument that's a violation of one's academic freedom to prevent people from doing classified research.
I don't think that ought to be allowed to stand. We
need a lot more support. Maybe a way of saying that is to
co~struct an analogy. Suppose someone on this campus were
doing research for the Mafia, and wanted to keep it secret.
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One could make the same argument and say, "Well, look, he
should be allowed to do his own thing. ·
It's a violation
of academic freedom to not permit him to do this."
I don't know how close that analogy is.
I don't think
it's all that close, but the point is, I think the point
that comes out is that one has to determine the action that's
involved before determining whether it's a violation of
academic freedom.
One has to find out whether the activity involved is
incorrect in some way.
Seems to me that's the real argument
here, is the argument isn- ' t whether it's correct or not for
people to do secret research at a university.
If we decide
that is incorrect, we · a11 - decide it's incorrect to do Mafiarelated research in a university, then the argument for the
violation of academic freedom shouldn't stand.
HEADY

Professor Houghton.

PROFESSOR HOUGHTON
Houghton, currently chairman
of the Research Policy Committee.
I would like to urge the
adoption of the committee's recommendation.
One of the things that this committee report does
provide is a reasonable route of appeals, a technique whereby if someone should identify someone to a research for the
Mafia, in this case, or other agencies, whatever they may
be, there is a possibility of coming back to this body or
to other administrative and policy-making bodies, and appeal
the decision.
I would like to speak further in regards to the matter
on unanimity. This motion by this time has been voted on at
several times in the process, with varying degrees of
unanimity. At one point there was a unanimous decision by
the subcommittee.
HEADY

Professor Karni.

PROFESSOR KARNI
Gentlemen, I would like to ask the
subcommittee on classified research whether they have given
full thought to item number two, and that is regarding
students. This probably is something that most of us teachers
have overlooked here, and I can easily foresee a can of worms
being opened by a student who bona fide signs up with a professor who is doing classified research for the purpose of
generating a thesis, and goes merrily-·on his way, does all
this work, all classified, and a week before his thesis is
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to be published and appearing before a corrunittee for final
decision, his professor tells him, " This table is classified.
This set of data cannot be published. Those results are
classified," and in one word he destroys his t h esis.
0

Although there is a line of appeal, I sure would h ate
to be in the shoes of that student who would be finding
himself, after X years of hard work, honest work, finding
himself with no thesis at hand simply because of those
restrictions put upon the publication.
I wonder if the subcorrunittee has given its full
thought.
HEADY

I will ask Professor Ferraro to respond .

The committee gave it full thought, and
FERRARO
that's why i t is written that if the student is going to use
the material in subsequent material, that he -KARNI
But he doesn't know it in advance.
How can
he know? He goes in a general area, which is classified.
He generates a lot of data.
He generates a lot of results,
and those cannot be foreseen by his -- and vested by his
supervisor as being classified or unclassified.
FERRARO
The assumption was made that given such a
policy and such explicit triatment and not the opportunity
to go after the facts as is now the case to the Graduate
Committee and petition, as has been done in the past at
this university for the classified dissertation, that
the facility which is provided by the funding agency for
the doing of this research, and whatever, would be available to the students to follow their independent research
activities.
It's not the case when everyone has a contract or a
grant that the student for his degree purposes must do the
professor's work and we assume that would take place no
matter what the source of funding may be .
May I still have the floor?
HEADY

Yes.

FERRARO
Being an Italian named Ferraro, I am not
sure whether Mafia research is necessarily bad. Nor do I
think i t would be bad if the funding agent happend to be the
Mafia, if that research could be deemed to have an educational
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and professional value which is the criteria which we are
inclined to have applied to all research.
It would be very
nice indeed if the D.N.H. would always require that it have
educational value as well, so the challenge to academic -. freedom
is not saying you can do anything you damn well please;
total academic freedom is if research has educational and
professional value and then you are told that you are not
permitted to do it, then we saw that as a challenge, but
not the board that challenged.
BLUM

May I respond?

HEADY
We have a rule about not talking'· more than
twice or over five minutes, but ±he maker of the resolutio n
has b e en allowed to respond to questions that have been
raised, and I would permit you to continue.
BLUM
I would like to comment on
tion that came to us from the Policy Committee,
the one where the colleague to my left read and
and the one about in times of national security
being classified.

the recommendaparticular ly
proposed,
and nothing

The classification system of secret and top secret
and whatev er the military sometimes put on their work, is
not the only device that is usable to prevent the dissemination o f i nfo r ma tion.
I f the policies were written simply against things
which, for purposes of military security which means by
putting on the tables "Secret" or "Top Secret," would not
prevent, in a sense, any government agency from preventing
the dissemination of information. That's a device · that
doesn't do it.
Obviously there are other devices as is
possible by other than the military that prevent dissemination
of information.
HEADY

Professor Tillotson.

TILLOTSON
This discussion has gone around a lot of
different circles. The thing I have noticed about it as it
has proceeded to this point has been that those people . who
are doing classi f ied research o r who have h a d experience with
it in one way or other, are tellin g al l of us t hat this proposal is a prop that they can live with. And t h o se of us who
don't do classified research and maybe are tot a lly ignorant
about it, and who may have some doubts about the present
Policy because we want to reject it in favor of the -- in
favor of the policies suggested by Professor Blum, we probably
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ought to feel a little insecure right now when we are being
told by all these people in classified research that it's
not fun to do and they force themselves to go through the
ha~dship of doing it, right? -- that it produces nice things
like after you make the boom, you can develop classified -you do classified res~arch and find out what to do with it
afterwards, and we ought to be very confused about whether
we have any right to make any decision on this question at
all.
So, as I see it now, in my state of confusion, the
question for me is if classified research is something that
all the men who have had experience with it have said is
something that -- sometimes a man has to do cause he's got
to do it, why should we have to hav.e a policy like this that
excludes students from the privilege of doing it.
In other words, if there is nothing the matter with
it so that all of us bleeding-heart liberals that want to
pass to the next motion want to vote this one down, then I
want to know why we have to have a limitation on the
students' ability to do classified research at all .
HEADY

You want to resp ond to that?

FERRARO

I would like the opportunity to.

The difficulty with allowing the students to do it is
arguable in most cases. The difficulty with that is in order
to adequately assess the educational value of the merit of
a degree, it has to be read and has to be judged and it's
not possible for you or I, unless we have a clearance , to
read the dissertation thesis which is classified .
Therefore, there cannot be the checks and balances,
the usual degree process of a degree-granting university has.
The university is being asked to attest to the suitability of a piece of work which the university can't read.
So by those kinds of criteria that we apply to students in
order to make our decisions about whether or not to give
them degrees or not on the basis of it.
I t's not really
feasible.
TILLOTSON

Except in most cases.

FERRARO
Mind you, there's nothing in here that says
he may not participate in classified res e arch .
It says he
may not do so for course credit or degree credit . So he can

do it, without di ffic ulty, but not for

h o se reasons.

TILLOTSON
B_u t I have two res pon ses to that: one of
them is I think most degree work is r ead by a small committee
of people and the department and then the college accepts
the evaluation of their colleges in -- we don't all read all
the dissertations in all of our departments~ We let the
committee.
And so the committee could be those classified people .
It seems to be very artificial.
And the other question is, to push it a little further,
why should there be all these -- this discouraging people
from doing it in this document, then if it's really so nice
and really a lot of trouble for the poor people who sacrifice
themselves in order to do it anyway, why should they be discouraged if they are willing to make that sacrifice for God
and country?
There seems to be a certain amount of hypocrisy in
the language of this document, is what I am trying to get a t.
HEADY
BLUM

Do you want to respond to that?
I want to ask a question of Mr. Ferraro .

Well, let me -- there are two people that want -HEADY
if it's on a different point, perhaps I think I will recognize -BLUM
HEADY
BLUM

It's on the same point .
The point about the students?
Well, the question of educational value .

HEADY
I will hear from one or two others, first.
Professor Spolsky.
PROFESSOR SPOLSKY
It's presumably because the issue
is so complex that we asked a subcommittee to spend two years
hearing the arguments that soMe of us would like to hear told
in five minutes.
As a member of the Resear ch Policy Com.~ittee, this year
for the fi rs t time, and I think I h ave gone through the full
gamut of opinions on this issue in the cou r se of the year -When the poll was first brought t o us by the subcommittee
something that had been discussed last year at the first discussion I had further understanding of what happened and

everybody seemed to think it was a good policy and talked
about it carefully.
Then when the policy in its present form was brought
to the general Faculty, I started to have the same sort of
doubts that many of us have when we hear the term "classified."
When the matter came back to the Research Policy Committee
and we heard another two or three afternoons the details,
and we tried to reopen again, first of all, the practical
questions such as whether grades should be done this way or
where money should come from to run the university, and try
to also reconsider the moral issues such as what is good
research and what kind of research can one do, it became
very clear again that we were dealing with an extremely
complex issue.
It's perfectly obvious to anybody who will think
about it for a moment that much classified research is
likely to be as beneficial as much unclassified research,
and that much classified research is likely to be as dangerous and ultimately detrimental as much unclassified.
In other words, the moral issue should concern with
whether classified research is or is not good, whether it
is or is not harmful, is completely separate from the question
of classification, itself.
I think here we have a complex issue that a group of
our colleagues have spent two years investigating.
I think,
looking at the people who formed the subcommittee, it's
not true that they represent people who do classified research. They represent people who, understand researcn .±nits
various ways, and I think that what we seem to be trying
to do is to resimplify a complex issue.
It's obvious that the alternative proposition, even
in the modified form -- and remember the original way it
came before us, it was even more sweeping in its statements
will do little more than set aside a few consequences;
setting aside consequences is very satisfying, but it will
be extremely difficult to operate. The definitions are
not clear, the moral question of saying that simply because
something happens to be required or interested in by the department ·o£defense that that is less accep~able than something
that is wanted by private industry or the Mafia or any other
American institution, and is really very hard to see.
I feel that what we are presented with then here is a
Policy that developed out of the very careful consideration
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of all points of view on a complex issue.
If one feels that
that is not acceptable, and that's reasonable, I think t h e
only possible way we can act is once again to ask . a group -and maybe presumably a different group this time -- to reconsider all issues, to come up with a workable and acceptable policy, but to attempt to simplify the matter here,
I think would be completely wrong.
I strong ly support the
present policy.
HEADY

Professor Grannemann .

I have been principal investiPROFESSOR GRANNEMANN
gator on a number of classified projects, and we have had
approximately thirty masters, Ph.D. theses from those projects. Not one of these has been classified.
The main advantage to having classified projects was
it gave us access to classified literature which might
be thirty percent reference literature. Now, this means
that only, if you take the classified document which has
"Secret" stamped on the front, the basic scientific instrument is not classified.
Usually the classified information is the information
that applies to a weapon system, such as range, accuracy,
and so on, so that a great deal of very basic scientific
information in classified documents that we have access to,
and it's a big advantage to have this access to classified
information.
HEADY

Dean Dove.

DEAN DOVE
I would like to speak in support of the
policy that has been presented by the Research Policy
Committee, for two reasons: it seems to me that this policy
that is now proposed specifically prohibits two conditions
that could possibly exist at the present time .
I agree with the Research Policy Committee that they
certainly should be prohibited, as I understand it, under
the present policy or perhaps lack of policy, it would be
~ossible for a department or college to take an area within
its jurisdiction and restrict access of other Faculty members, students, graduate students, or undergraduate students
so that some Faculty member or members might do some research that he considered, for any reason, to be classified.
I think that is a potential abuse that we certainly
Would want to head off, and I see on page nine in the policy

that is proposed to you, that is specifically prohibited.
Item five, "To prohibit restricted area complexes
with the exception of the campus security office," which I
assume would be a safe for the keeping of classified documents.
The other potential abuse that I think exists under
the present nonpolicy, is the possibility that a Faculty
member and a student may engage in research that's classified
for whatever reason, and then go to the graduate committee
and appeal that the material so derived in its classified
that is restricted form -- be used for that student's
dissertation.
If they get such approval, presumably only
a small number of Faculty members, not the rest of us that
might have interest in that topic, could read that dissertation, pass on its worth or be privileged to see the contents
for whatever reason.
You will notice that that potential abuse is particularly prohibited in the policy before you.
I think,
appropriately so.
By contract, let me point out that the policy that
has been proposed by Professor Blum and Professor Merkx,
would still continue that to exist. For example, if a
drug company came to the campus and offered contract research to undertake perhaps continuation of the now-defunct
syphilis study in Mississippi, as I understand the policy
presented by Blum and Merkx, a graup · of faculty members
could negotiate f r such a contract, they could rope off
an area within the biology department, the medical school,
or the engineering college, conduct that research, petition
the graduate school that the material be used for a dissertation, and only three or four privileged faculty members
could pass on the dissertation.
The reason that would be permissible under the
proposition by Blum and Merkx is that they define classified
material as ''that material whose free dissemination is prohibited by an agency of the United States government for
reasons of military security,'' and it's darned sure that this
drug company is not an agency of the U.S. government, and
would certainly not claim it's related to military security.
HEADY

Professor Blum.

BLUM
Yes, I simply would like to respond to
Professor Dove's clever remarks that in fact the present
Policy as proposed now does not prohibit any group from
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engaging in drug research of the classified nature, any
more than ours does, and in fact, this is not a policy.
A policy says you shouldn't do something, but go
ahead and do it anyway, is not a policy.
HEADY

Professor Kyner.

KYNER
I would like to speak against the report, as
opposed to being for or against the Blum resolution which
is not on the floor.
I am against the report because it
does deal with a complicated issue, which has two facets,
one which I consider to be simple, namely: the doing of
research which is covered by the military agencies in the
United States government.
I think this is inappropriate on campus, should not
be allowed.
The other aspects are extremely complicated. They
are deserving of the careful study of the recommendation, but
I think that the military -- strictly military part is
simple, does not require extensive study and since the
committee chose to blend these two things together, I urge
that the report be defeated.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

PROFESSOR COTTRELL
HEADY
BLUM

Move the present question.

Is there a second?
Seconded.

HEADY
The present question has been moved and
seponded. We will vote on that motion.
If it passes by
two-thirds vote, we will proceed to vote on the main motion.
Those in favor of the motion on the previous question,
Please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The previous question has
been carried.
We will now proceed to vote on the motion before us,
Which was made by Professor Ferraro to ad0pt the policy set
forth on pages nine, ten, and eleven, as proposed by the
Research Policy Committee.
"no."

Those in favor of the motion, please say "aye"; opposed,
The motion is -- I think it's carried, but I will be
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glad to have a division if anybody wants it.
Division has been called for, and considering the
number here, I think we should do this in groups.
I ask
the two tellers to count for us. We will start with those
for the motion who are above this rail, if you will please
stand if you are for the mot ion.
The vote is "yes," eighty-nine; "no," forty-eight.
The motion is carried.
Professor Blum, am I correct in assuming that we p a ss
over item five, now?
BLUM
HEADY
incompatible.

I assume it will not be acted upon f avorably .
I assume that everyone considered that

BLUM
I would be happy to submit to a vote and se e
how many would vote against military research.
HEADY
We will move on to item six, report of the
Policy Committee subcommittee for constitutional revision.
Proposed Revisions of FacuJ
ty Constitutic
Quorum; Specie
Meetings; Res p onsibilitieE
Increased SizE
I will recognize Professor Hicks, the chairman of
and Election
Procedures fo:r
the Faculty Policy Committee.
Faculty Policy
HICKS
Thank you, Mr. President. The Faculty Policy Committee;
Committee is pleased to present to you some propositions
Preparation of
for constitutional revision.
Age nda

You received, in a separate mailing, I hope, dated
Ma rch eighth, a document which is labeled "Faculty Policy
Committee proposition for Constitutional Revision."
If
you do not have this, if there are any extra copies here ,
we will put them in your hands. We have a few copies h e re.

About three years ago, Professors Jim Thorson and
Karl Koenig recommended to the Faculty Policy Committee
revisions in committee structure and function, which were
in accord with the North Central Association report after
their accreditation visit, and these recommendations
did not get out of the committee that year because it was
too late in the academic year to present them to the Faculty .
Each year similar processes have taken place with add't•
1 ions and improvements on the work done the previous year,
so that many people have contributed to the proposal that
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you have before you today.
We had hoped to get you these proposals before the
last minute of the meeting, but that wasn't possible, and
we do realize that these proposed revisions would lay on the
table for thirty days and that at the meeting in April, there
is ample opportunity to amend these.
Before summarizing the proposal, we are prepared to
move that this proposal be placed on the table for thirty
days before final action, but before that motion is made,
we would like to make some summary statements and perhaps
you would choose to discuss these recommendations informally
before the motion is tabled.
Very quickly, the proposal: one revision would be
a new forum for regular Faculty meetings, and new conditions
for special meetings of the University Faculty. You will
note that ten percent of active voting Faculty at the
beginning of the academic year is a quorum for a regular
Faculty meeting, and that five percent of active voting
Faculty at the beginning of the academic year is needed to
call a special Faculty meeting, and that fifteen percent is
needed for a quorum at a special Faculty meeting.
You will note, too, that the Faculty Bolicy Committee
would have additional responsibilities.
It has a new membership structure.
It has a new procedure for its election
in particular a membership of the Faculty Policy Committee
would be enlarged from thirteen to thirty-one. Of the
thirty-one members, seventeen are elected by faculties
of colleges, schools, and other academic units. The fourteen
remaining members are members at large which would be elected
by two mail ballots: the nominating ballot and election
ballot.
There are seventeen representatives elected by the
faculties of academic units and are to be affiliated -- I
think you have that information -- proposed four from Arts
and Sciences.
Is that there?
There would be four from Arts and Sciences, three
from the medical school, two from education, and one from
other colleges, and this would include one from the library
and one from the Graduate Committee.
These figures are based on the figures from John
Durrie's office in February for full-time Faculty on active
duty. That number is eight hundred and thirty.
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The provisions are made in the at-large membership
to avoid overrepresentation on the committee of any one
college or school faculty by essentially limited the
total membership. Arts and Sciences would be limited to
maximum of ten.
The medical school, seven; education five;
and all other colleges, three.
The new responsibilities of the enlarged Faculty
member -- Faculty Policy Committee would be to exercise
ultimate responsibility for the agenda of Faculty meetings,
and to formulate and recommend revisions and by-laws of the
Faculty constitution.
The purpose for the increased size in the Faculty
Policy Committee is to facilitate the assumption by the
Faculty of its full share of responsibility in the governance
of the university, by giving to a larger fraction of the
Faculty a share of the responsibility through the membership of the Faculty Policy Committee.
It's also to facilitate its distribution of the
Faculty Policy Committee workload over a larger F.P.C.
membership through the formation of subcommittees, competent
in ~ various distinct areas and we hope to present to the
Faculty in April the recommended revisions for committee
structure and function.
There are other features like the election by the
F.P.C. from its own membership for a chairperson, a vice
chairperson, and a secretary for one year terms. All the
other terms are for two years, and you will note that reelection is permitted where currently after serving two
two-year terms it's not permitted.
Let's see, where a vacancy in the at-large membership
occurs during the academic year, the vacancy is filled only
for the balance of the academic year by the next ranking
person from the previous election.
Staggered terms are not
specifically provided for, but it's believed that a natural
turnover of members and replacements will accomplish this
Within a year or two.
The exercise of responsibility by the new Faculty
~olicy Committee for the agenda of the Faculty meetings
is ~ade with the express-"'understanding that there will be
available the resources of the office and the person of the
University secretary with regard to the technical details
of the preparation and mailing of the agenda.
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,"".

The Faculty Policy Committee would also assume charge
of scheduling and administering the election of its own atlarge membership.
The proposed revisions of the Faculty constitution
keep intact a tradition of long-standing, namely, ' that the
Faculty as a whole, acting through the Faculty meeting,
has the right to make policy and to take final action on a
broad range of matters of concern to the academic community.
The F.P.C. also has .under consideration a revision
of a number of the standing committees, their functions
and duties, and their membership composition which we
hope to present to you in April.
The present proposal and the standing committee
revisions now being discussed are intended as two initiatives
that the new Faculty Policy Committee can use to strengthen
the Faculty and to transact business with the
students and the administration.
I would like to move -- or I move that these proposals for constitutional revision be considered informally
at this time.

BLUM

Seconded.

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that these proposed constitutional revisions be considered informally at
this time.
Is there discussion on that motion?

"no."

If not, those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed,
Motion is carried.
Professor Merkx.

MERKX
I would like to speak to these and also make
an announcement which is pertinent to their consideration
at the next Faculty meeting.
Some of these proposals I think are good; a couple of
them I do not favor.
I particularly like the increase in
the size of the quorum in the call for and the larger number
of signatures required to call a special meeting.
I think the ~xxansion of the Faculty Policy Committee
is a half-way step ~~ards a senate. ~t would make a
committee that's too large to be effective, and yet doesn't

--
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take the place of a senate.
A group of faculty members has already presented to
the University secretary an item to be on the next agenda,
toge±her with -- it will come up in the same meeting in which
we discuss these proposals.
It's the reintroduction of the
idea of the faculty senate based upon the report of the
Committee on University Governance in May of 1971.
In that report the committee said, although their
recommendation for the establishment of faculty senate has
been rejected, that it should be re co nsidered, and in the
following words:
"While the university Faculty has indicated t hat it
is not in favor of a proposal for a university
senate at the present time, we recommend that the
F aculty be asked to reconsider the senate idea
no later than two years from the date of this report."
In other words, two years is now this spring.
We have reintroduced in the agenda at the next meeting,
the language submitted to the Faculty originally by the
Committee on University Governance, language which calls
for the approval and principle of the senate and election
of the committee to present detailed plan to the Faculty
for a senate.
Now, it's my opinion that our proposal is not . incompatible with a number of proposals submitted by the committee
on -- by the subcommittee of the Policy Committee, oecause
these proposals have to do with the size of the quorum
of the regular meeting.
There would also be regular meetings.
It has to do -- this has to do with the size and functions
of the size of the Policy Committee and there will still be
a Policy Committee.
I would like the Faculty to know, however, that some
of the matters that are involved in the subcommittee's
report will also be pertinent to the discussion of the
Faculty senate at the next Faculty meeting.
HEADY

Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
Mr. President, I am not sure what we meant
by "discuss informally." I was trying to get your attention
before we took a vote on that a moment ago.
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It's always been a tradition with a constitutional
amendment that there are reasons to want to amend it at
the first reading, that we g o ahead and amend it, and though
I echo some of the sentiment of Professor Merkx, I support
much of this and I am opposed to some of it. Perhaps for
the same reasons; perhaps not.
One of the things I am concerned about, and I think
should be amended and discussed at this point, is the very
idea that we set two different quorums for different kinds
of meetings in the university.
Now, I have -- I would like to cite a little bit on
quorums from one of the most recent studies done on university governance done across the country by Professor Mason,
a forme r chairman of A.A.U.P . , and this is a 1972
publication.
A quorum -- if I can find the page -- Dave Hamilton
moved my bookmark here -- here it is -- this deals with the
calling of a special meeting and the quorum is another paragraph.
It's under "Procedures and this is a result of a
study that's been nationwide, questionnaires from A.A.U.P.
and extensive studies and .Mr. Mason shows how it works .
11

"Provisions for the calling of special meetings
of the general faculties appear to be within easy
reach in most institutions. Twenty or twenty-five
faculty members are required at a number of large
universities.
Two or more colleges at one state
university . As to small colleges, any three faculty
members can call a special meeting and so forth.
Other requirements include five percent of the
faculty, ten percent, and in some cases, as many
as twenty-five percent."
Another kind of numbers game relates to the quorum
requirements, and this is not just for special meetings.
This is quorums for faculty by these meetings. He doesn't
gifferentiate, but there's an interesting footnote.
"These vary from the members present shall constitute
a quorum at one state university, to a minimum set
at two hundred at another state university which
frequently appeared in a proposition of t we nty percent
to thirty-three percent a nd t he minimum re q uirement
of fifty faculty members . "
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I would indicate that though we are on the low side,
we are not that far out and the ten percent would be a
reasonable number.
I don't object to that, I support that.
One of the problems, though, he points out, is
quorums rules may have to be delicately attuned to the
culture at the general faculty assembly which sometimes does
not foster attendance.
The picture is further complicated by the fact that
the total absence of any quorum rule would permit a minute
minority to take action for the entire faculty, while a
stringent quorum rule tends to stifle the faculty by permitting a rather small minority to make action impossible.
Footnote: According to Macconnell and Mortimer's
findings, Berkeley's general faculty assembly, having had
only one member attending for every fourteen or fifteen
members during 1966, '67 -- few remember that year, ' hat
was a v ery big year at Berkeley -- but they only had one
out of fifteen attending, except in times of crises, they
had to be adjourned for lack of a quorum of seventy-five
members.
Since attendance was so poor, those that wanted a
particular proposition defeated could usually manage to
muster a sufficient number of opponents for perhaps a
proposal to reject classified research projects motivated
engineering faculty, and they turned out to the meeting
en masse; the proposal was defeated.
Now, we are playing with something very delicate
here, and I feel that to set a different quorum for the
special meeting is to say, in effect, to our Regents,
"Okay, we won't have any special meetings on politically
sensitive items in the future."
I tell you that special meetings are as cogent to
the conducting of the business of the Faculty as our
regular meetings, and we will be working ourselves into
a corner where we will need to have a meeting on regular
business of the university with no political overtones,
and we will not be able to get a quorum.
So I would like to amend that amendment, as it lies
on the table for final action thirty days from now, to strike
all reference to a quorum in section five (c), proposed,
and leave the quorum definition in five (b) as proposed.
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So what would be the last sentence: "those members of
the faculty present, but no fewer than fifteen percent on
active duty shall constitute a quorum," wipe that out.
The
quorum is defined in the preceding amendment as ten percent
of those on duty.
GREEN
If you remove the words "those at a regular
faculty meeting above" -COTTRELL Yes, remove that, and make it ten percent.
I think this should be appropriate for any meeting of the
faculty.
HEADY
Well, I agree that's appropriate, Professor
Cottrell.
I'm not sure it's appropriate under our present
situation. We adopted a motion to go into informal discussion.
I think at any time we can -- we can leave that
situation if you would like and consider amendments.
Certainly at this meeting, my understanding is that an
amendment to the proposal that was submitted could be adopted.
Something has got to lie on the table until the next
meeting. We can't take final action on anything.
COTTRELL
That's correct, but the amendment -- you
see, one of the problems of my interpretation of the constitution and thirty-day waiting period, if I amend this at
the next month's meeting, this has to lie on the table
another thirty days.
HEADY

No, my

COTTRELL If the amendment has to lie on the table,
the amendment to the amendment has to lie on the table.
HEADY
No, my understanding about that is that it's
the subject matter for an amendment must lie on the table
for thirty days, but not that the exact language.
COTTRELL
Okay, I am doing more than that.
I am
changing what apparently -- a philosophical argument on
the part of the drafters of that, that feel that we need
more people at a special faculty meeting than a regular
faculty meeting to make it function.
I do have other informaldiscussion, if that's out of
order.
HEADY

Why don't we -- why don't we see what other

informal discussion there is, and then there will be an
opportunity, Professor Cottrell, I will assure you, if the
Faculty wants to amend these documents today, to do so.
PROFESSOR HOYT
With the proper second -- the proper amendment seconded and laying on the table.
HEADY
Well, my interpretation of the rule, Professor Hoyt, is that whether we adopt that particular amendment today or not, it can be adopted at the next meeting,
if the Faculty wants to. And the amendment can be finally
approved at the next meeting, if the Faculty wants it to
be, and in that form or in the form in which it has been
proposed here today.
GREEN

Point of order, Mr. President.

HEADY

Yes, sir.

GREEN
If that rule were followed; it would be
possible, by bringing up amendments at the next month's
meeting, totally to subvert any bill, so I think that
an amendment also must lie on the table, too, for
consideration.
HEADY
Well, on this point, this body can make the
final resolution.
I discussed this particular matter,
Professor Green, with the representatives of the Faculty
Policy Committee beforehand, and I think we were in agreement about this interpretation, but it can be changed if
you prefer.
Otherwise, we will not~- we will have to get these
amendments in the exact form that we want them today, or
we will not be able to adopt them at the April meeting at
all.
Professor Adams.
DEAN ADAMS
I would like to return to the point that
Professor Merkx was talking about.
I was on the Governance
Committee and on the subcommittee that worked on the senate.
At that time, one of the things that was indeed suggested
to us was the idea of expanding the Faculty Policy Committee
and having it function in effect as a small senate.
This idea was given a lot of consideration.
It obviously was a possibility that should be considered and I
think it was, over a period of six or seven meetings of the

subcommittee, quite in detail.
We felt that there was no way to do this in such a
manner that this quasi-senate, this small senate, would have
a sufficient breadth of representation within the university
and we found that when we began to play with numbers, that
that small a senate would very likely leave out entirely the
representation from some quite large departments.
There are
sity that enroll
students, and it
with that degree
all.

quite a number of departments in the univeras much as three or five percent of all
would be quite possible that a department
of importance might not be represented at

Sometimes there are matters of faculty business wh ich
require the participation of someone in a specific discipline
because people outside that discipline don't know all the
problems.
The present proposal seems to me to have all of
the flaws in it which the Governance Committee considered
at that time, thus I am very heartened by the fact that
Mr. Merkx indicates that the senate proposal wi ll come back
to the Faculty next month .
I think it's a far better proposal, because it would be of a size that would do many of
the things that Professor Hicks indicates that the Policy
Committee would like to do, and would at the same time provide better representation.
The particular flaw, it seems to· me, in the proposal
that is on the floor at the moment, lies in the fact that
so many of . the members would be elected at large that the
effect might be a little like that if, oh, half of the United
States Congress were elected at large, there would be an
awful lot of people from New York and California and not
many from New Mexico .
The middle-sized colleges, and I am thinking particularly of Fine Arts and Engineering, would be, I suspect,
very much underrepresented in this Faculty committee . Fi ne
Arts is presently about ten percent of the Faculty , sligh tly
more than ten percent of the student enrollment, but could
very well have only one member out of thirty-one in the
committee .
I think that this kind of inequity in representation
would be much easier to avoid in a Faculty senate which was
structured far more carefully with perhaps a far smaller percentage of the members elected at large.
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I am a b it p uzzled to know why virtu al ly half o f the
committee should be elected at large.
I rea l l y susp ect th a t
when the Faculty has a c h ance to consider t h is proposal,
vis-a-vis a senate proposal, it ma y well see t h e merits o f
the senate alternative.

HEADY

Professor Hicks.

HICKS
Well, I would like t h e members of t h e F acul t y
Policy Committee to respond to that .
The int ent of t he i nformal discussion, Professor Cottrell, was not to cont r ol
amendments, but i t was an opportunity for us t o hav e a di alogue
and explain the rationale .
For example, an enlarged Policy Commi ttee is de f ini t e l y
not a senate and that's exactly why it was prop osed i n thi s
way . The idea being that there would be Faculty meeti ngs
where every member of the Faculty can still come and put before this Facul ty those issues he wi shes to h a v e cons ide r ed
without having a larger group of fifty or sixty people ma ke
the policies that binds the rest of us .
Maybe some of the other professors would like t o t alk .
HEADY

Professor Tomasson.

PROFESSOR TOMASSON
I would like to cal l the Facult y 's
attention to t h e proposed change in section s ix (a ) (1) on
pag e three, that there should be a F aculty Policy Committe e
empowered, one, to exercise ultimate respons i bi lity fo r the
agenda of University Faculty meetings .
It seems t o me that that is one of t h e p rerogative s
of the president and i t seems that it is necessary o f the
president, and I am upset to see it there, and if I a m wrong ,
would you elucidate where this is b eing p r oposed.
HEADY

Yes .

HICKS
Before this came to y ou, it was discusse d with
President Heady by the sub c ommittee, and I wou l d like
FACULTY MEMBER

Could you speak up, p l e ase .

Before this came t o y ou, these p roposa ls we r e
HICKS
Presented t o the p resident and dis cussed wi th h im, by some
members of the Policy committee , and I would l ike Vi c and
maybe Joe to speak t o this as well as to some of t h e oth e r
criticisms that we are hearing, and they can present y o u with

a rationale in their dictum in this proposal.
HEADY
While they are deciding whether they want to
respond, I think that the comment was directed partly to me .
I would like to point out that the current constitution
states that the agenda for Faculty meetings shall be prepared by the secretary of the Faculty, and the actual practice
has been for the secretary to prepare the agenda in consultation with the president and the Faculty Policy Committee,
and with other people who might have an interest.
As far as I am concerned, I have no objection, and I
stated that to the Policy Committee, to having language
such as is in this proposed constitutional amendment which
gives ultimate responsibility as to what goes on in the
Faculty agenda to the Faculty.
TOMASSON
So if a president should wi sh to propose
an item for · the agenda and the Faculty Policy Committee
s hould object, then that item could not be presented, is
that right?
HEADY
Yes, I think if we adopt that, if we adopt
the language proposed, that would be the case.
MERKX
Point of information. I wonder if, for purposes of asking questions, if you could identify the members
of that subcommittee.
HICKS
Professor Regener, Professor Goldberg, and
Professor Tillotson.
HEADY Professor Regener, Professor Goldberg, and
Professor Tillotson.
Professor Goldberg.
PROFESSOR GOLDBERG
I would like to make a couple of
points. First, as to the statements as to the senate, that
is absolutely correct . The committee, you know, this -the subcommittee in determining what proposal we wanted, we
thought about this in the form of a senate. It wasn't my
intention, personally. I don't think it was the intention
as I perceive of the committee to put forward a thirty -onemember Faculty Policy Committee as a work horse for a
Faculty senate. At least that's not my intention.
I agree
With e verybody that said it couldn't be an effective senate.
I don ' t think it would be an effective senate.
I don't
think it was intended to be a senate. That takes care of that
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on one level.
On the other hand, of course, is it possible to say
how the thirty-one members of the Faculty Policy Committee
next year or the ensuing years will organize themselves in
order to conduct their business and certainly under this
proposal there is -- there's no restraint that is being put
on the Faculty Policy Committee as it would be constituted
as to how they would organize themselves to carry out their
functions, although they would, of course, be limited to
their jurisdiction under the constitution in the Faculty
Handbook and their jurisdiction is severely limited.
It
would not have the operative effect of Faculty governance
under our constitution ·· now, and would remain the
Faculty operating through the Faculty meeting.
Secondly -- and I think this is a very major point
that should be considered -- is the subcommittee, and I
believe the Faculty Policy Committee in adopting subcommittee
report, is putting these constitutional revisions forward
basically as an interim measure, to try it out for a year
or maybe two years and see how it works.
Next year, if the proposals go through and there
are thirty-one members to the Faculty Policy Committee, they
may decide to organize themselves in such a way so that they
separate and split up and form more effective units of
governance over the operative committees, the other
committees in the Handbook. And that may work out.
It's
not intended to be a permanent solution as, of course, no
solution is a permanent solution.
It's interim measure to
try something out and see if it works and if it doesn't, we
can throw i t out and do something else. It's not inconsistent
to adopt the proposal that the Faculty Policy Committee for
the constitutional revisions and still consider the Faculty
senate, but I don't think that, you know, my own feeling is
that this body shouldn't consider for adoption such a major
change as a Faculty senate in one meeting, or even t wo
meetings, that it requires a good deal of consideration, and
~his is to be an interim proposal while we consider other
ideas and/or compare them to the operation of an expanded
Faculty Policy Committee.
Finally, to address myself to Professor Cottrell .
~ou raise, you know, the serious policy choice that is
intentional with a policy choice that was adopted by the
subcommittee in corning up with the recommendation that the
quorum requirement for special meetings be different than
the quorum requirements for a general meeting.

My feeling -- and again, I think it was the feeling of
the subcommittee -- was that the special meeting is indeed
what it is called: a special meeting. To have an enhanced
quorum requirement for the special meeting does not preclude any individual or groups of Faculty members from
bringing items before t he Faculty. They alway s have that
opportunity to do that by placing it on the agenda for the
regular meeting.
All it causes is delay for twenty or t wenty-five days.
The special meeting, if you are going to have the concept of
a special meeting, it seems to me that indeed it shou ld b e
It should be for considering matters
a special meeting.
that are so exigent and so extraordinary that you want to
have at the meeting a quorum that is enhanced by the quorum
at the normal meeting, that is, a palpable demonstration
that the circumstances suffi~iently exist, again extraordinary, so that it requires a special meeting.
That was my feeling.
You know, we did consider the
point why shouldn't it be uniform, and there is a policy
choice that is advanced by the uniform requirement. We
considered it and it was intentional that we selected one
over ·the other.
I am not trying to convi~e you not to split your
proposed amendment, but I am explaining why we selected
our policy choice as opposed to yours.
HEADY

Dean McRae.

McRAE
Let me ask any members of the subcommittee
who wish to respond, what their thinking was in stipulating
that such a large proportion of the committee should be
elected at large.
HEADY

Professor Regener.

REGENER
Well, it was the feeling of the subcommittee that the majority of the Faculty stays away
from Faculty meetings. We always have a minority only,
and the way it is done now only those that come to Faculty
meetings hcfveavoice in how the Faculty Policy Committee
is constituted. So if we have seventeen people coming
from colleges and fourteen elected at large, we have perhaps a better balance as to where the Faculty Policy Committee comes from.
HEADY

Professor Tillotson.

TILLOTSON
I think I could explain that a little more
fully. We tried to establish a number of different ways for
people to be elected to the Policy Committee: election within
the college, then the election at large which would have a
different -- what is the word for those people that vote? -FACULTY MEMBER

Constituent.

TILLOTSON
Yes, constituency, right -- but it was
more for those people that exercise an opinion, but I guess
this is the only · word that could be used.
In other words, there would be a different group
of people making the selection of the -- of possible people,
and then there's a third check on that which is the maximum
number of people who can be elected from - - feel that is a
fourth step anyway -- there's this two different constituencies.
Then there's the limitation placed on that by having a maximum
number of people, somewhat proportional to the relative
size of the colleges and schools, and a maximum number that
can be elected from Arts and Sciences ten, and Medicine
seven, and so on, and then after that there is the final
thing that if there isn't enough at-large representation
from the - - there aren't enough people who are elected from
those other colleges, so that there are places left, then
there's this fourth choice of going back and getting
around the maximum.
The whole thing is to provide a kind of balance set
of limitations and opportunities for the Faculty to
exercise its franchise -- that's what I was looking for -in electing members to this committee.
HEADY

Professor Hoyt.

HOYT
I feel that a piece of information that we
need to consider these various proposals is the number of
voting Faculty and the number in each college and I wonder
if the secretary could send us that before the next meeting.
DURRIE
Total number in the voting Faculty right
now is about eight hundred thirty.
I can't give you a breakdown. We did
HEADY
There was such a tabulation prepared,
Professor Hoyt. The updated version is not here, but I
think we could distrihlte that before the next meeting.
HOYT

One other question.

HEADY

The total is eight hundred thirty.

HOYT
One of the questions is whether, under this
formula, we get a fair representation of the various
colleges and how many is required for a quorum.
HEADY

Yes, sir, identify yourself.

PROFESSOR KNUDSEN

Knudsen, Electrical Engineering.

The one question that I had on this is that it does
give roughly a proportional representation to the colleges
with the maximum -- or so stated. However, these are by
Faculty.
I wonder what the balance would be if one did it
by student.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

MERKX
I would like to speak informally against the
increasing the size of the Policy Committee. What is the
present size of the regular member -- not the alternate
members, the present -HICKS

Thirteen, and we don't have all the membership.

MERKX
I would suggest to the Faculty that the
difference between a class of thirteen or twelve and · a class
of thirty~one is enormous, and it's simply not possible to
have input from all the people in meeting thirty-one people.
When the group becomes that large, it purports to fall back
on parliamentary techniques and ' shifts across from a seminar
to a lecture classification and the context of the meeting
to do business shifts from being a committee to being a -some kind of a small parliament.
I think that the Policy committee should remain a small
body, a committee as such, and responsible in a current way
to a body of the general Faculty whether a senate or a
meeting, and that much of the purpose of having a Policy
Committee : initiated by expanding it. The history of socialist
government in socialist countries reflect this.
The central committee passed in, so you change in t h e
size of -- thirty ceased to be effective and i t was replaced
by a politburo and was in turn replaced by an executive
committee, and groups past thirty -- usually f ive or six
People make all the decisions.
I suggest that because of the group dynamics which
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can take place in a small group should take
think twelve people are ideal in term~of my
experience in this university, for having a
everyone would contribute and when you pass
such opportunities are no longer possible.
HEADY

place, and I
committee
group that
beyond that,

Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND
I am concerned, Mr. Heady, about the
possibilities for amendments to the proposed amendments,
and have been sitting here thinking about how we might be
better informed at the next meeting in advance, and therefore I think I would like to move that proposed amendments
to the F.P.C. proposals be given -- in writing -- to the
secretary .

have chosen April first, John, but I don't know
whether April first is early enough or not, but -- by
April one, if they are to be considered at the next meeting.
I

Now, the reason for that is we may then have in our
hand, not only the revisions as suggested by the F.P.C.,
but also proposed amendments to those revisions and will
be able to think about them in advance of the meeting and
come, I think, with better preparation to deal with the issues.
HEADY
I think you are right, that we have a
r~ther tough choice here, because unless we do something
like that, we either must put these amendments in the form
that we are prepared to adopt or reject them without
change a month from now, or we have to have some mechanism
for deciding what kinds of further changes are in order
next time.
Now, my approach had been that if a change was proposed, that would deal with the details of these amendments,
they would be in order at the next meeting· But something
that deat
1 with some other part of the Faculty consti· t u t ion
·
WOUld not b e.
I would regard a proposal to be adopted finally at
next meeting for Faculty senate not to be in
· or d er a t
the next meeting.

th

e

if th

Now, it seems to me that your suggestion is one that
tu , e Faculty wants to adopt it that would allow opporf or proposed amendments ' to be thoug ht a b ou t f 0 r
awhni· ties
1
le, and for everyone to be informed before he comes to

I' ., ..
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the meeting as to what will be in order by way of amendment
at that meeting.
I don't know whether -- I would like to ask, I guess,
if there's advice from the parliamentarian or secretary as
~ whether this suggestion, if adopted, would be -- is an
appropriate one.
DURRIE
Well, in the first place, Harold, I think it
would have to be by, say, no later than March twenty-eighth,
in order to get this out. But as to the legality, I don't
know. Amendments have to lie on the table for thirty days
after they are first considered, I imagine.
HEADY
DDRRIE

Well, this would
I don't know.

HEADY
the interpretation that I have already
made would still have to be followed, if this procedure is
adopted, because obviously those amendments would not be
lying on the table for thirty days before the next meeting.
Professor Hicks.
.
HICKS
Mr. Heady, we were going to suggest that anyone
with the Faculty Policy Committee -- in fact urge
any
wri't ten or oral comments or any amendments to be sent to us
or the secretary or to any one of us who will get them together,
so that we could have them printed and sent to all the
Faculty well in advance of the next meeting.
tion?

May I move that we desist with our informal considera-

(Seconded.)
HEADY
It's been moved to quit informal discussion
tt this point. Is there a second?
Please

It's been seconded. Ready to vote? Those in favor,
say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is carried.
DEAN HUBER

we

What did we just vote on, Mr. Chairman?

.

HEADY
We voted to quit discussing informally and
Wlll now proceed to do something else.
BLUM

Mr. Chairman --

I.),
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HICKS
I move, in accordance with the Policy
Committee constitution, article four, section two, that
the proposed constitutional revisions be placed on the
table for thirty days or until the next regularly scheduled
Faculty meeting for final action.
(Several seconds.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the amendments be placed on the table for thirty days for final
action, or at least until the next regularly scheduled
Faculty meeting.
That motion is not debatable. Mr. Parliamentarian,
is that motion debatable? To what extent is it debatable?
PROFESSOR EUBANK
A tabling motion, only to the
length of time which might intervene between.
HEADY
point?
DRUMMOND

All right.

Is there any discussion on that

Is it amendable?

HEADY
Is i t amendable?
the tabling motion?

Can a condition be put on

EUBANK
It can be amended as to whether it's the
next meeting or second meeting.
HEADY
Is there discussion on the part of this
motion that is debatable?
If not, we will vote on the motion to table. Those
in favor , P 1 ease say "aye"; oppose d , 11 no. 11 Th e mot'on
1·s
1
carried.
DRUMMOND
HEADY

Now, Mr. President, may I make my motion?
I think, yes, I think --

DRUMMOND
Since we are in informal discussion and
not f 0
th
nnal discussion I move that proposed amendments to
bee constitution revi~ion which will be considered next time,
M handed in writing to the secretary of the university by
arch twenty-eighth, for consideration at the next meeting.
that

HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that any amendments
are to be considered, any changes in these amendments that
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are to be considered at the next meeting, should be in
writing and in the hands of the secretary by March
twenty-eighth. It's been seconded.
Is there discussion?
FACULTY MEMBER
on the spot?

Does this preclude any amendments

HEADY If I understand it, if this is adopted, there -it will not be in order for anyone to propose an amendment
that comes up for the first time on the floor of the meeting.
DEAN WOLLMAN
Mr. President, it would seem appropriate
to me that such an amendment could be made, but it would h ave
to be on the table for thirty days and then be voted on, is
that appropriate?
HEADY
HOYT

Yes, that is right.
Point of information.

HEADY

Yes, sir, Professor Hoyt.

HOYT
Suppose someone wants to change a few words
in one of the amendments at the meeting, that is permissible -- would that be permissible?

motion.

DRUMMOND
I would certainly think so, within my
I would hope so, anyway. I never --

HEADY
Well, I have some trouble with that because
~n
amendment
is
an amendment , no matter what -- no matter
lf .
it changes a comma and that's why I assume if we adopt
this m0 t ion,
·
· would ' preclude any amendments b eing
·
it
consi· d ere d
of any k. d
.
.
in at that meeting, for final adoption.
·
Does that answer your point?
interpretation.

At least, that's my

HOYT
I would like to argue against it, because I
· on t see how you can have any real discussion of a matter
lf You can't improve upon the amen dment.
I think the sub ject
m
atter
f
· k
O
th
the amendment will be on the table, and I th in
at's th .
.
..
b
e important point. But some minor revisions may
· or d er
ate Ver
t Y much -- may be very reasonable and very muc h in
hat time, and I don't think they should be precluded.
d

,

DRUMMOND
HEADY

Agreed.

Well, again, if this motion as made is passe d,

/"\

it?s meaning would be difficult to interpret it the way
yoiwant to interpret it.
I think if the motion is not
passed, we could certainly, with as much urgency as
possible, advise the people to get amendments they want
considered into the hands of the secretary for distribution
ahead of time.
PROFESSOR CHRISTMAN
HEADY

Mr. Chairman --

Yes.

GOLDBERG
Will the maker
accept a change in that language
substance of any amendments that
Faculty meeting will be given to
DRUMMOND

of the motion on the floor
so that it reads that the
will be made at the next
the secretary?

That's what I really wanted.

HEADY

All right, the substance of any proposed
amendments be given to the "eC e tary. All right. We will
consider we are debating that change, then.
I think that
takes care of the problem.
VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
I want to ask a question
of the parliamentarian.
If there are substantive changes
:~de by the twenty-eighth, and they come in for consideraion forthe next time would the rule about lying on the
table for . thirty days 1 be violated?
EUBANK

No, I don't think so.

TRAVELSTEAD .

If they are substantive?

EUBANK
You have a thirty-day period so people can
study them and see if they are acceptable. The fact that
you have a thirty-day waiting period does not mean that
Yo~ cannot alter a prooosal that has laid on the table
I think the motion that is under consideratt~irty days.
ion
h
.
·
f
ere, pinches you in far too much -- fences you in
ar too much.
HEADY

Professor Christman.

the .

~UBANK
I see no reason to say that amendm~nts to ·
Proposed amendments have to be in by any certain date.
ou ar e f encing
·
h
yourself in entirely too much, an d wen
Y
·
·
thou get into
whether it's substance, whether you amen d in
ree wa ys, by striking, adding, or substitu
. t.ing.
y

DRUMMOND

Mr. President --

a

- ... 9

l . 1l
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HEADY

Professor Christman.

CHRISTMAN
Yes, I want to speak against the motion
although I appreciate what Harold is trying to do, is get
some sort of semblance of discussion here. I think we have
already fallen in the trap of discussing informally and
not formally.
I can proceed, although
i dea that will take a few word
of whether it's substantive or
be very important depending on
a suggested change .

you now have accepted the
changes here, the problem
not.
It's probably going to
whether you are for or against

The problem is in what order do you take up these
proposed amendments? One proposed amendment may completely
nullify what the second one might want to do, so I think
we ought to have -- if we are going to amend it, we ought
t o have to have dialogue and have that amendment either
fully discussed or laid on the table, or whatever is necessary.
I db~'t think we -should pass this.
HEADY
Before we proceed any further, I want to call
the attention of the assembly that we have now taken up our
al lotted two hours.
Is there motion to extend the meeting?
REGENER
Move we continue for another five minutes
or something like that.
GOLDBERG

"no. "

Second.

HEADY
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed,
The motion is carried.
Professor Drummond.

DRUMMOND
If the body is willing, and I know our
~arliamentarian had difficulty with this, but I believe that
masea on the discussion, what I would like to do is withdraw
Y mot·ion and urge anyone who thinks he has an amen d men t t
C
ornmunicate
·
it to the secretary by --

°

t

HEADY
With the understanding that i t will be disributed with the call ' of the meeting·

"may"; MERKX

You could put this in by putting in the word
anyone who has an amendment may submit it.

HEADY

The motion has been withdrawn at this point,
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I understand it.

In that case, since we have had an extension of time,
we will move on to the next i tern on the agenda. Professor
Blum did ask for permission, if there's no objection, to
make a brief announcement, before we go on to item seven.
Is there any objection?
Professor Blum.
BLUM
This is a brief progress report on the status
of health insurance at U.N. M. and it will not take more than
five minutes. There are two points to be covered.
HEADY
BLUM
HEADY

This is item nine?
This is item nine.
We are changing order then, without objection.

BLUM
The unpleasant business you already know, our
Equitable health insurance premiums increased by some fivean~-a-half dollars a month beginning January one. The way
~his came about was that some time early in December, t h e
insurance committee was called to Mr. Perovich's office
and ~nformed by a representative of Equitable that t h e
premium was going up, or that they were getting out.
We had no opportunity to bid. We have nG real way
of knowing whether this increase was in fact justified,
although I believe it probably was.
The other item
that is in explanation as to how
these charges went up by that amount at that time.

u.

The other item that I wish to report on is that t he
Eni~ersity of New Mexico will, in addition to the present
quitable health insurance, offer a prepaid health care
~lan.to be offered by the Lovelace Clinic-Bataan Memorial
Ospital H. M. 0 •
We Will have an open e nrollment period beginning
ifteenth and going through May thirty~ f irst. The
wi 1 become effective for those that choose to enroll
on Se P t ember 1, , 7 3.

A

.

Pi:~l ~1

anoth I would just like one additiona l remark· There i s
of er H. M.o. plan which may be much preferable to mo st
us, Which consists of the two big hospitals: Presbyterian

Repor t on
He alth I ns uranc e
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and st. Joseph's, and about two hundred and fifty private
physicians. It's called Master Care and Master Care at this
time, at this particular time, does not wish to offer an
H.M.O. plan to the University of New Mexico.

I

r

You will be getting much more information about the
Mediguard -- that is the Lovelace-Bataan plan, in the near
future through the mail. There will be meetings and much
further discussion. I will be glad to answer any questions
that anyone has questions about the medical insurance.
Yes.

I

PROFESSOR WARNER

Professor Warner, English.

I would just like to say that if there is obscurity
and mystification about the motives of the insurance company,
t his is entirely consistent with the history of the change
of policy, which change was announced two days before
Christmas vacation again, two years ago. Meetings were then
scheduled for Faculty members who wanted to attend. I
think three Faculty members -- four, perhaps, attended.
I wanted to refresh our memories in how we got into
t his mess.
BLUM
I remember. You don't have to refresh it.
Is there anyone that wants to know anything about H.M.O.
or how this plan will work?
.
If not, you will get it all in the mail, all the
lnforma tion.
That's all I have to say.
HEADY
t

Thank you.

Item seven is report on Regents' motions of January
W
elf th· Professor Hicks.
HICKS

Thank you, Mr. President.

Me .

Three motions were passed by the University of New
xico Board of Regents at their meeting in January. These
were referred to the Faculty Policy Committee· A reply
/ 5 asked to the first and to the second motion by the
egents , prior
·
.
to their next meeting.
The members of the Faculty Policy Committee engaged

Re gents' Resc
lutions re
Conduct at
Faculty Meeting
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in a number of activities related to the preparation 6f
the responses. The verbatim minutes of the November thirtieth
meeting, Faculty meeting, were reviewed, along with other
documents pertaining to the motions referred to in the motions
of the Regents such as the Faculty Handbook and the statements therein, Roberts Rules of Order, the Regents' statements
of policy, and discussions were held with some of the members in attendance at that Faculty meeting.
Before the statements of response were formally forwarded to the Regents, we invited the president of the
Board of Regents, Mr. Calvin Horn, to meet with the Faculty
Policy Committee. He accepted and we talked together for
more than an hour in what I believe was a clarifying and
helpful exchange of ideas.
The second motion of the Regents and the second
statement from the Faculty Policy Committee are probably the
most important in the area around which we have had most
of our discussion in the committee.
The expression "full share of responsibility" suggests
that there is a territory for the Nineteen Seventies that
the Faculty may need to define for itself, and in relation
to other constituent elements of the university.
Warren Bennez, the president of the University of Cincinnati,
has said that he believes that the changes in higher
education for the Seventies will come about not merely for
the sake of change, but rather for the sake of humanity, and
I certainly hope he's right.
The motions of the Regents, the responses of the
·
tee, and the two motions passed by the Regents at t h eir
latest meeting, are included with the agenda and this report
is for the record.

comm·1 t

Thank you.
COTTRELL

HEADY

Mr. Chairman -Professor Cottrell.

COTTRELL
I don't know the exact role of these
reso lutions being sent to us via the Policy Committee from
the Regents, but the one approved by the Regents on.
February 23rd, 1973, page nineteen, is rather alarming to me.
apol

The last sentence: "Such conduct calls for a l?ublic
ogy and should be considered in weighing the various
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factors involved in making decisions on retention or
nonretention of probationary faculty."
It appears to me that the Regents have made their
decision in this case and it will be biased in the way they
will move. This is not consistent with good university
governance. It's not consistent with good academic appointment making for them to put this kind of pressure on the
administration to indicate this should be taken into
consideration.
As a matter of fact, I can find similar wording in
the investigation that the A.A.U.P. made at U.C.L.A a
number of years ago when the Regents decided that Angela
Davis should be terminated for reasons totally irrelevant
to academic performance.

r

And, of course, u.c.L.A. is on censure right now
by the American Association of University Professors, and
I think this kind of thing indicates that the Regents
are departing from what is academically sound and good
policy, but it also may be that in the future, if in
the particular case that this relates back to, there is
a negative decision that is not substantiated by substantive academic evaluations, that we may be on the
brink of being in the same kind of hole that a number of other
uni~ersities have been in where the Regents have dictated
policy of what should be considered in the retention
of a faculty member.
I think it's regrettable. As a matter of fact,
would like to suggest for some of the reasons given,
that we relay via the Policy Cammi ttee, to the Regents,
that we request that they reconsider their statement of
February twenty-third because I think it is in very poor
academic taste •
'
I

I move that.

HEADY
COTTRELL
Comm·

th.
ls

Is that a motion?
y es.

HEADY
It's been moved that the Faculty Policy
request of the Regents that they reconsider
resolution.

1 ttee

COTTRELL
HEADY

Of February twenty-third.
Adopted on February twenty-third.

Is there a
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second?
COTTRELL
About the last sentence. Wait a minute,
I am talking about the one on page nineteen. I am talking
about the one on page nineteen.
HEADY
All right, the motion is that the Faculty
Policy Committee request the Regents to reconsider the
resolution adopted on February twenty-third wh ich appears
on page nineteen of the materials.
COTTRELL

Yes; I think I should narrow that a little

bit and say that I am in particular talking about the last
sentence.
HEADY

To reconsider the last sentence.

COTTRELL

In particular, that's what I am concerned

about.
HEADY
sentence.

To reconsider the resolution, the last

That's been seconded.
(Seconded.)
HEADY

Is there discussion on the motion?

Yes, sir.
PROFESSOR AMES
HEADY

Is i t in order to amend the motion?

Yes, I believe so.

AMES
The amendment I want to offer is the Faculty
Policy Committee request a letter of censure from Vi ce
President Travelstead of Professor Mann be immediately withdrawn .
HEADY

Would you restate that motion?

that
FACULTY MEMBER
In additi on request the Regents -sent the Faculty Policy Committee request that the letter
w· from Vice President Travelste ad to Professor Mann be
l.thdrawn.
COTTRELL

Point of order , Mr . Chairman.

I think

"- ..
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that is a nongermane idea in the sense it addresses itself
to another person. We here are -- my resolution was to
really go to the Regents and I think this resolution in
effect addresses itself to Vice President Travelstead.
HEADY
I think I will rule that's not germane
to this motion. It is a motion that would be in order
after we accept this.
Is there further
GOLDBERG
Could I ask Professor Cottrell: do you
really expect the Regents are going to reconsider, or
is this just to make a point? If it's to make a point,
I suggest that this body make the point rather than batting
the question and Professor Mann back and forth between
the Faculty meeting and the Regents.
COTTRELL
They may not reconsider. They would
P~obably -- we are going to make a point, reject it, anyway
wi th respect to this. All I am raising is the fact that
in terms of the traditions and the position that the
American Association of University Professors would take,
that I think they have put in writing a condition on
Professor Mann that this should be taken into consideration
in retention and reappointment at this university.
I think it should be called to their attention
that this could lead to ultimate censure and ultimate
problems with the North central and other accrediting agencies
~hat. do not approve of the idea of the Regents making
PPointments on nonacademic bases.
th

I think we should, in that vein, relay to them
at they may wish to reconsider it and we are not telling
them ' y ou k now, to make -- just making
.
. t·
a poin

They may want to strike it from the record. They
may not have given this consideration. If they did, fine,
let
them stand in hot water, if they please.
HEADY

Yes, sir.

FACULTY MEMBER
consistent with what Professor
~tf~ell was saying, it may be possible in f~ture kinds
the sue, to have ourselves on record as having requested
Regents to reconsider this.

C
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Yes.

HEADY

PROFESSOR DEWITT
I would like to ask Professor
Goldberg what he had in mind of other things that could
be done about this, if he had anything in mind.
GOLDBERG
HEADY

May I answer?
Professor Goldberg.

GOLDBERG
I am very sympathetic with Professor
Cottrell. I was at the Regents meeting. I thought it
was injudicious action on the part of the Regents. My
problem is with your motion, the operative effect of the
motion is to go back to the Regents and say, "Please
reconsider this."
I did not interpret it initially a statement of

reasons for that as being part of the operative effect
of the motion. In lawyer's terms, I didn't see a lot of
whereas's before the operatives "Now Be It Resolved" and
now if that is really the germane part of your motion,
that this body thinks that's in violation of the
academic freedom and tenure, that it will have an affect
on the accreditation of the school, I would much prefer
the body discuss and debate that, rather than the very
1· .
irnited and very narrow thing that you suggested, and
Mar1on,
·
that's what I was getting at.
COTTRELL
Really, I gave a number of what I
con 81· d ered substantive reasons and made a very short
mot·ion, because not being a lawyer,
'
.
I don't like
these big,
1
ong motions, so I felt that in going to the Regents,
You would take these minutes with you and give them the
reasons and why I was asking that.
We can do it either way, can't we?
HEADY

Yes.

n
EUBANK
May I make a parliamentary inquiry?
n~es the motion apply to the entire passage on page
lneteen or to the last sentence?
HEADY
As I have it, the language that I though t
Was
the settled on, it applies to the entire resolution with
Phrase "particularly to the last sentence·"
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COTTRELL

My motion did, in particular, yes.

HEADY
Ask the Regents to reconsider the resolution, particularly the last sentence in the resolution.
Yes, Professor Hicks.
HICKS
I think that the Regents' motion, the one
you made reference to, is slightly distorted, the fact
of the Policy Committee's response in statement one, and
I have assumed that the Regents have stated their opinion
that following the resolution in February, and that I
would like to believe, and I would wait and see whether
or not they would act in the way you suggest, that they
might act about tenure.
I don't think they would, and if that happened,
then I think we have a concrete issue, then, to deal with
and we will --

oW" a9vl:ts-:t9qo

COTTRELL
Professor Hicks, may I make one response
there? One of the things that is bothering me, not only
are they making statements like this officially back
from the Regents to the Faculty Policy Committee, but I
can pick up the papers twice a month where President Horn
has told the Lions Club or someone that he planned -t he Regents plan on being involved at the lowest level of
de cision
· ·
making in terms of personnel decisions.
Now, that is going to get this university in
trouble with the accrediting agencies and professional
agencies, and as long as I am here and before I am fired,
I. w·1 11 do everything I can to get them in that trouble,
lf he continues and actually does the kinds of things he
says he is doing.
HICKS

If he does . --

COTTRELL

If he does.

HICKS

you are right.

·
COTTRELL., But at this stage, we ask them to call
it to th eir attention and ask them for reconsideration,
.
th
· a d vising
· ·
theat we ought to do this. I am not sure who is
m Regents in terms~- in these terms, but I do think
Uch of the discussio~ that we hear and much of the dialogue
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coming out of them is contrary to everything for which we
stand, and for which the university stands, and our profussional organization.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

MERKX

I move the previous question.

(Seconded.)
HEADY
The previous question has been moved and
seconded. Those in favor of the motion on the previous
question, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." The motion is
carried.
We will now vote on Professor Cottrell's motion.
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no." I think
the motion is carred.
Professor Ames.
AMES
I want to make the motion~ made before, that
the Faculty request that a letter of censure of Vice
President Travelstead to Professor Mann be immediately
withdrawn.

motion

HEADY
Let me be sure we have it.
1· s th at the Faculty --

You say the

v·

AMES
Faculty requests the letter of censure from
~ce President Travelstead to Professor Mann be immediately
wi thdrawn.
HEADY

Okay.

Second to the motion?

(Seconded. )
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded.
Professor Ames.

Go ahead,

AMES
It seems to me that those of you that have
~ee~ the letter or heard about this case, that none of the
as1.c kinds of guarantee of due process were followed.
tesolut7he Regents of the university, in 1970, passed a
ion which includes in it statements about the due

Letter of
Censure from
Vice Presider.
Travelstead
to Professor
Mann
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process -- rights of due process available to members of the
Faculty. Those rights include things like reading from
section six of the statement on Faculty rights and
responsibilities, 1970 -- rights include things like adequate notice of charge filed, and hearing before impartial
hearing body, hearing completed within a relatively short
time, and hearing in which the procedurail:: ~. r:i:gRts -:0f -the
person are protected.
None of those things at all were followed in the
case of the letter from Vice President Travelstead to
Professor Mann. Travelstead decided the action was
censurable and E:e·.1t a letter to Professor Mann.
To read the letter, I think it's important how
serious this thing is. Professor Travelstead concludes
by saying "This conduct will not be condoned." And it closes,
~copy of this memorandum is being placed in the Faculty
files being kept in my off ice."
This is not a joke. This is a serious charge,
but none of things about due process -- Professor
T~avelstead intends to do anything -- in the letter he
cites the minutes, but he only cites the part about the
cursing, doesn't cite the action involved to find out
the people involved, what the situation was. Basically,
there was no question of a hearing, no question of charges,
and no due process, and I think it's essential for your
own that we have due process. That was violated and
therefore I feel the letter should be withdrawn.
HEADY

Professor Merkx.

MERKX
I call attention to the fact, not to the
items on page nineteen, but rather the item on page sixteen,
and the wording which essentially, in my opinion, condones
such behavior and I think that's more or less also the
that will be a possible indication that Professor Ames
resolution pass.
However, I notice that more than half the Faculty
1
eft the meeting
Now, I think we are getting into
serious kinds of.issues that again ought to be in the
agenda for another meeting. I think that what ·~as involved here is of some interest to the Regents and
~~?era1 Faculty. I think that we should consider these
ings after such a motion -- after it has been on the
agenda pr1.· or to the Facu lty mee t 1.ng.
·
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Therefore, I move that this meeting adjourn.
(Several seconds.)
HEADY
It's been moved and seconded that the meeting
adjourn. That's not a debatable motion.
Those in favor, please say "aye"; opposed, "no."
The motion is carried. Anyone want a division?
idjournment, 5:27 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

AJ.
Durrie,
Secretary

TO:

P.esearch Policy Cot,ani t te~

FROH:

Douelas P. Ferraro, Classified P.esearch Subcommittee

SUBJECT:

A.

Background on the I'.epo!:"t of t ~·.c: LJ.,i::. slfie<l ,tesean:h Committee

Appointment of the Classified ::.esearch Subcom1:.1ittee

1

The Classified Research Subcor.m,ittee was constituted !.iy the i,eseerc:1 .

Policy Cormnittee in October, 1970 for the purpose of reviewine classified
research in the context of the University of ileu !1exico's "Sponsored
Research Policy" (Faculty Handbook, pp. 83-87).

'.L'he Subcommittee was

expecially charged with the responsibility of detertdning to ~,hat extent,
if any, classified research may restrict or otherwise alter the educational

proceas of the University.

In this context, classified research was

defined as any research which, upon completion and after having been
re?orted to those having prior rights to the research, is restricted
from disser.u.nation by any aeent other than the researcher hit!lSelf.
The initial Subcommittee was composed of:

D. P. Ferraro, Chairman,

r:'r;ycholor,y; '.i. H. Granneman, Farris r~neineerinf Center; G. C. Johnson;
Art; ;.1. Kahn, Chemistry; R. D. Kelly, Electrical Engineering; S. Solomon,
Physiology;
A.

v.

c.

E. Triandafilidis, Civil En:;ineering Resenrch Facility;

Houghton (ex officio), Graduate School; E. B. Kasner (ex officio),

Research and Fellowship Services.

B.

Evidence and Hearings of the CJ.assif ied Research Subcommittee
The Subcomr.dttee had at its disposal several documents relntine to

classified research.

Among these were includec!:

The Department of

Defense Security Manual, Atomic Energy Col!lI!lission Directive on processing
of requests for records, Air Force Special Weapons Center specification
on contract security, Hinutes of the University of ilew Uexico Graduate
Colllluittee re ear ding requests for classified dissertations, classified
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research policies of several r:aj or univers i ties, and other s i milar
docuulen ts.
The Subcommi ttee felt it was b ,por ta:at to supp l e r.1.en t t h e available
documentation by holding hearin f~s \1ith relevan t administrators, faculty ,
and students re carding classif ied research.

One r•;eeting was held with

administrators of the offices of t he Academic Vice President, Vice
Presi<lent for Research , Dean of the Colle ge of Arts and Sciences, Dean
of the Collep-e of En gineering, Office of Research and Fellm1ship Service s,
anli the Canpus Security Office.

One meetin g

held with students

l7.'1S

recol"'.lIDended to the Sub committee by the presidents of the undergraduate
and graduate student ~oven1r.1ents and one meeting was held with students
from the College of En r;ineering.

In addition, two meetines were held t o

hear the testimonies of invited faculty mer.ibers.

These faculty nenb ers

wer~ Professors Albrecht, :~ls ton, Green (letter only), Hoy t, Ju, Kanowitz,
-~ooch1.:a11n, Loft£ ield, Peterson, r,egencr, and Yno.
C.

Transuittal of a Draft Policy on Classified r.esearch
Bas ed on the evidence on hand, the hearinr.s with oembers of t he

University community , and considerable internal deliberations, the Subconnittee submitted a draft policy on classif ie<l resea rch t o t h e ;:-,s~.irch
Policy Committee alone uith a minority report.

The Research Policy

Corai'li. ttee re turned the matter to the Subcor::rnittee with a directive to work
out a ·policy which could be unanimously submtted.

A second draf t policy

was submitted to the Research Policy Committee and approved by that body
in June, 1971.

The draft policy was subnitted to and found acceptable by

President Heady in August, 1971.
The draft policy was next subrr~tted to the Faculty Policy CoDll!littee
for review anci discussion in October, 1971.

Several sugee s tions and t h ree

Policy proposals resulted from the$e discussions.

The Clas sifie d Research
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Subcommittee net in February, 1972 to consider the chanr.es proposed by
m~II'liers of the Faculty Policy Cor1n ittee.

A revised draft policy on

classified research was submitted to the ~esearch Policy Committee in
IIarch, 1972.

The policy was approved as final at that time and was

reaffinied in October, 1972 by the ~esearch Policy Cororo.ttee.
D.

Comments on the Report of the Classified Research Subcomaittee
The Subcor:1m.ttee on Classified :lesearch discovered, of ten to its

dismay, that the issue of classified research was enormously complex
and varied alonB several dimensionfi includinr. procedural, intellectual,
political, and ethical ones.
Throughout their deliberations, the Subcore.ittee Pas constantly
aware of two polar positions regarding classified research at the University of .:lew l!exico.

One position called for IT1aintaining t h e status quo

and a second position called for the cooplete abolition and p revention
of classified researci1 by mer-..bers of t he University community under any
circuns tances.
Both of these polar positions ,;1ere thou~ht to have sot!le merit, were
fully considered and, indeed, were treated influentially by the Subcommittee.

However, n~ither of these polar positions were ado'!)ted i n i t s

entirety because each position woul<l permit events to occur which were
not acceptable to the Subcommittee.

The status quo position would,

amone other things, allow for studcn t worL, includinp thes es and

dissert ~tions, to be classified; per~..it res tricted area complexes to
exist on campus; and would not p rovide a point of encoura cenent for
Pursuin g nonclassified research.

The alternati ve, complete prevention,

Position was not found acceptab le on the !!rounds that a f aculty t?ecbe r
has a ri uht to eugaee in research of his cho os ing oo long as the resear ch
can be construed to be of educational and prof essional value.

The Final Report of the Classified -~tesearch SubcoI!lillittee has

.

then '

these main obj ec ti ves :
1.

To encourage all tr.embers of the University coru:unity to eneage

in nonclassified research.
2.

To pen;ii t a faculty member or student to perform classified

research if he so desires and if he can reasonably assu1:,e beforehand that
the research will be of educational and professional value.
3.

To strive, wherever possible, for the declassification of all

classified research done within the University comr~unity.
4.

To prohi~it students fro:.1 obtainint: academic credit for classi-

fied research.
5.

To prohibit restricted area coaplexes, with the exception of the

Canpus Security Office, on the University car!lpUS.
o.

!o provide a reasonable route of appeals for any decisions made

re r ardin[; classified research within the University coornunity.

Final Report of the Research Policy Committee
Classified Research Subcommittee
Tl,is document concerns the rich ts anJ oblir,ations of faculty menbers
and students insofar as they relate to research done on the umr c anpus.
Consideration of faculty mernbers' and students' rights and ooli eations
as consultants to off-canpus a r encies, individuals, or other parties is
specifically excluded.
It is recognized that, in certain areas of research, the association
of faculty merJhers with off-cam.pus facilities has provided access to
e1epensive and sophisticated types of equipment not available at the

University and has consequen tl,., contributed towards the training and
development of students.

HowevP. r, f.n order to preserve as open a

University society as p ossible, f acu lty ner-.bers should attempt to obtain
support for unclassified research.
1.

In preservation of academic freedom, t he rieht of every faculty

meBber to solicit, conduct or participate in privately and governmentally
spousored research of his choice is recoenized, whether such research is
classified or not, so lon r, as it is within the limits of existine
University of Hew Hexico policies as detailed in the

mm

Faculty Handbook.

Sponsored research at the University of i ;ew Mexico is justified only
when it contributes tou ard the professional development of t ;1e faculty
and also provides opportunities for the development of students.

Cla~si-

fie<l research is no exception to the validity of these t wo criteria.
Consequently, \lhen a research project is prop osed, the University, on
behalf of the proponents and/or principal invest:f.gators-to-be, will
inform the potential sponsor o! U'.i.Jl!' s policies relating to classified
research.

Simultaneously, the Ur.iversity will request from the potential

sponsor unrestricted dissemination of the procedures and the results of
the research.

In the event of denial of such request by the potential

sponsor , the proponents will still be free to proceed with the inplementation of the contract, so lon 8 as it is not in violation of the
followine guidelines.
2.

Students may participate in research projects of t heir interest,

\1hether classified or not' within the limits of

mm

policies' but they

~ay not use classified cata for course credit, theses or dissertations.

If a student ii-1 tends to use oaterial from a classified project for his
thesis or dissertation, his supervisin p faculty member must advise hi~
that he will not 'ue perr:iitted to use any data that would cause his

t h8sis or. dissertation to be restricted frore dissemination.
tion is interpreted to mean
3.

II

Disseraina-

availability to anyone without restriction."

With the exception of the Ca:cipus Securj_ty Office, the existence

on campus of areas restricted because of classified research is prohibited.

4.

In the event that a conflict arises concerning the interpretation

of existing University policies and rules with respect to classified research, an appeal will be heard by the Chairman of the Research Policy
Committee and. the Vice President for J~esearch.

At their discretion, t hey

rn.ay request the n.esearch Policy Committee to appoint an ad hoc cor.urlttee

to further ueal with the problem.

If the conflict cannot l,e resolved, the

route of further a ,Jpeals would be the president and the re 8ents.

THE UNIVERSITY Of" NEW MEXICO

DATE:

a:

November 28, 1972

John Durrie - Secretary - University of New Mexico

--rff/,8

r•aM:

J. R. Blum - Department of Mathematics

su1Jccr:

Resolution on classified research material.

The following is a resolution which I should like to submit jointly
with Gilbert Merkx of the Sociology Department.
Resolved: There shall be no classified research carried out by
any academic unit of the University of New Mexico and no such research
presently classified may be used as the basis for a thesis or
dissertation at the University.
I
In this context classified refers to any materials whose free
dissemination is prohibited by any agency of the United States
government for reasons of military security.

cm

Approved by FPC:
March 7, 1973
Faculty Policy Corrunittee
Proposals for Constitutional Revision
Faculty Han~book,

p. 21, Article I, Sec. S.

Sec. S(b) now reads:

Those members of the Voting Faculty present, on

active duty during a semester, but no fewer than twenty-five, shall constitute a quorum for business.
Sec. S(b) Proposed:

Those members of the Voting Faculty present, but no

fewer than ten percent of the voting faculty on active duty at the beginning of the academic year, shall constitute a quorum for business at
·a regular faculty meeting .
Sec. S(c) now reads:

Special meetings shall be called by the presiding

officer at his discretion, or whenever a request in writing is made by
fifteen members of the Voting Faculty or by a majority vote of any
College Faculty.
Sec. S(c) Proposed:

Special meetings shall be called by the presiding

officer at his discretion, or whenever a request in writing is made by
no fewer than five percent of the voting faculty on active duty at the
beginning of the academic year, or by a majority vote of any College
Faculty.

Those members of the Voting Faculty present, but no fewer

than fifteen percent of the Votin~ Faculty on active duty at the begin ning of the academic year, shall constitute a quorum for business at a
special faculty meeting.
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Faculty Handbook, p. 21, Article I, Sec. 6.
Sec. 6(a) now reads:
Sec. 6 ( a) Committees: There shall be a Policy Committct: empowered
(1) to define duties, nominate members, and designate chairmen for the
standing committees of the University Faculty, subject to consultation with
the President of the University and confirmation by the Votin.l!' Faculty; (2)
to schedule reports from any of these committees at designated meetings of
the University Faculty; (3) to consider matters of educational policy in
general whenever such matters are not appropriate to any special committee; ( 4) to consult with the Administration in the development of the budget,
with special attent io n to the policy questions o i the distr ibution of resources ;
(5) to make repo rts and recommendations direct to the University Facu lty
for action by that body ; and (6) to express to the Re(?ents and others Facu ltv
points of view when authorized to do so by the Voting Faculty. By petitio~
of members of the Facu lty, singly or in groups, the Pol icy Committee shall
serve to represent such members before the Regents in a ny matter believed
worthy by that Committee.

Sec. 6(a) Proposed :
. (1)

There shall be a Faculty Policy Committee empowered

to exercise ultimate responsibility for the agenda of University

Faculty meetings; (2) to define duties, nominate members, and designate
chairpersons for the standing committees of the University Faculty, subject to consultation with the President of the University and confirmation
by the Voting Faculty; (3) to create special commi ttees to assist it and
be responsible to it; (4) to ·schedule reports from any committees at
designated meetings of the University Faculty ; (5) to consider matters of
educational policy in general whenever such matters are not appropriate to
any other committee; (6) to consult with t he Administration in the development of the budoet
with special attention to the policy questions of the
0
'
distributions of resources; (7) to formulate and recommend revisions and
EY-laws of the faculty constitut ion; (8) to make other reports and recommendations direct!r_ to the University Faculty for action by that body; and
(9) to express to the Regents and others Faculty points of view when
authorized to do so by the Voting Faculty.

By petition of members of the

Faculty, singly or in groups, the Policy Committee shall serve to represent such members before the Regents in any matter believed worthy by
that Committee.
Sec. 6(b) now reads:
(b) The Policy Committee shall be elected as follows: one member
elected by each of the College Faculties; one member elected by the Graduate Committee; and three members-at-lar)!e elected by the Voting Faculty,
of which not more than two shall be from any one Colle)!e. Deans and ex
officio members shall not be eligible to serve on this Committee. For each
new College created a member shall be added to the Policy Committee as
representative of that College. Members shall be elected to the Policy Committee for a term of two years. A member cannot serve more than fou r
years in succession. A member who has served on the Committee is eli1dble
for reelection after a period of two years. To originate the committel;!, each
of the eight colleges or Schools shall draw lots to determine the four that
shall elect members for one year; and the Voting Faculty shall elect three
members preferentially, of which the first two shall hold office for two years,
the third for one year. After the first election all members shall be elected
for two years and elections shall be held whenever a vacancy exists by
reason of the completion of a term or for other reasons. Normally these
elections will take place as late in the academic year as possible.

Sec. 6(b) Proposed:

Thirty-one members shall be elected to the Faculty

Policy Committee as follows:

four members and four alternates by the

College of Arts and Sciences; three and three alternates by the School
of Medicine; two and two alternates by the College of Education;
one and one alternate by each of the other college or School faculties;
one and one alternate by the Graduate Committee; one and one alternate by
the library faculty; fourteen members-at - large by mail ballot as stipulated in Sec. 6(c) of this Article.

Deans and ex officio members shall

not be eligible to serve on this Committee.

For each new College or

~hool created a new member and alternate shall be added to the Faculty
Policy Committee as representative of that College or School.

Members

shall be elected to the Faculty Policy Committee for a term of two
Years.

The chairperson, vice cliairpcrson, and secretary of the Faculty

Policy Committee shall be elected by the Cammi ttec for one-year terms.

Sec. 6(c) Proposed new section: The fourteen at-large members of the
Faculty Policy Committee shall be elected as follows:

(1)

A nominating

ballot shall be sent to each eligible faculty voter, allowing _any number
of nominations but not exceeding the number of vacant at-large positions.
(2)

A list of all persons nominated, with the number of votes received

by each, shall be published.

(3)

An election ballot shall be sent to

each eligible faculty voter containing in random order a list of
the persons receiving the highest number of nominating votes up to twice
the number of vacant at-large positions and allowing a vote for up to one
half of the names on the list.
(4)

The votes shall be tabulated and published.

The persons who received the highest number of votes on the election

ballot shall be declared elected, subject to the provision that overrepresentation of any one college or school shall be avoided by l imiting
the number of Corrunittee members (elected by faculties and elected at-large)
affiliated with the College of Arts and Sciences to ten, with the Medical
School to seven, with the College of Education to five, and with each of the
other Colleges or Schools to three.

If, as a result of these limitations,

the list of names should become exhausted before the full membership of
the Committee is elected, the remaining positions shall be filled by the
next ranking faculty members not yet seated, regardless of affiliation
with a college or school.

(5)

Vacancies occurring during the academic

year among the at-large members of the Faculty Policy Committee sha ll be
filled by the next ranking faculty members from the last election, regardless of college or school affiliation.

Such replacement appointments,

however, shal 1 exp.ire at the end of the academic year.

(6)

Elections
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shall be held in the second semester of each academic year to fill any
vacancies that have occurred among the at-large membership during the
academic year and to fill vacancies created by the expiration of terms
of at-large members.
(7)

Such elections shall always be for two-year terms.

A period of ten days shall elapse between the sending out of each

set of ballots and counting them.

The Faculty Policy Committee shall

be in charge of scheduling and administering these elections.
Faculty Handbook, p. 21, Article I, Sec. 4
Sec. 4(b), p. 21 of the Handbook, refers to the preparation of the agenda
of University Faculty meetings and should be changed to read as follows:
The agPnda for University Faculty meetings shall be prepared by the
University Secretary under the direction of the Faculty Policy Committee.
A stenographer not a member of the Faculty shall keep verbatim minutes of
such meetings.

Every member of the University Faculty shall receive a

summary of the m'inutes, and the complete minutes shall be open to inspection by any member.

Faculty Handbook, p. 21, Article I, Sec. 6 (continued)
Sec. 6(d) New section for the purpose of incorporating the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee (left unchanged) into the Faculty Constitution:
There shall be an Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
to discharg-e the funct ions assigned to it under the. provision~ of
the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure; from t ime to time to review
the Policy and recommend ap prop r iate changes in it; to recommend approval or disapproval of applications for sabbatical leave; and to make
recommendations for appropriate changes in the sabbatical lca\'e policy of
the University.

§_cc. 6(e) New section dealing ,~ith the composition and method of electi on
Cleft unchanged) of the J\FTC membership:

The membersh i p of the Ac ademic

Freedom and Tenure Corrunittee shall be composed and elected as follows:

Nine regular members and five alternates, all of whom shall

be members of the Voting' Faculty, with tenure (or whose tenure
decision date has passed without adverse notification). ~ot
more than one member of any department shall serve as a regular member or an alternate on the Committee at the same
time. Nominations shall be made from the floor at the regular
faculty mcetinf!' precedinl! the election meeting-. Additional
names may be placed in nomination by written petition signed
by five members of the Voting' Faculty presented to the Ii'aculty
Secretary at least ten clays before the schedu led election meeting. Election of re~ular committee members and alternates shall
be at a rej!u)ar faculty meeting during the second semester of
each academic year. Election of regular members and alternates
shall be by a sinl!le preferential ballot. The term of service
shall be two years for regular Committee members and one
year for nlternat<'s. No reg-ular Committee member shall serve
more than two consecutive two-year terms. Chairman elected
by Committee. For a complete statement of the composition,
functions, and dutit'S of the Committee on Academic Freedom
and Tenure see Section 20 of the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure .

Sec. 6(f), now Sec. 6(d), proposed change:

....... These committees shall

elect their own chairpersons.
Sec. 6(g), now Sec. 6(e), deletion is proposed of the phrase:

No single

member shall serve on more than two standing corrunittees at a time.
Sec. 6(h) should be the new designation of the present Sec. 6(£).

The NOTE in the Handbook, p. 22 pertaining to the creation of special
committees is now incorporated in the new FPC description and should be
deleted.

!:_aculty llanclbook, p. 23, Article III, Sec. 5
Deletion of Sec. sand abolition of the Administrative Committee is
proposed.

THE UNIVE~SITY OF NEW MEXICO
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MOTION:

The Regents _note with concern thqt Minutes of the

Faculty meeting of November 30, 1972, record a sequence of
obscene remarks by a faculty member and telling the chairman to
"Shut up ! "
men t

We question whether su.eh conduct violates the State...:

of . Po 1 icy adopted by the Regen ts on August 8, l 9TO, which

says in pa rt:

"The Faculty individually and collectively must

accept a full measure of responsibility for ci1e orderly functioning of the University."

Therefore, we ask the Faculty Policy

·committee how it views the incident just mentioned and what action
it proposes to take with respect .to it.

We would appreciate a

report prior to the next meeting of the Re0ents.
MOTION:

The Regents respectfully call _the attention of the

Faculty Policy committee to 'the statement of Policy adopted
by the Regents on August 8, 1970, a part of which asserts:

"The

Faculty individually and collectively must accept a full measure
of responsibility for the 01:derly functioning of the University."
It also says that the Boara of Regents caU.:.i upon the Faculty
to devise means for implementing the 1~40 Statement of Principles
on Academic Freedom ancl 'J.'enure ancl the 1966 sta·::ement of Professional Ethics cndc•J:;,e6. by th~ Fift.y-S0.co1·:d ~Pnual Vi~etin~J of
the l\mcrican i\::;soci..: l i 01 , nf v .d.v ·::-.~s.i.ty l.1:(': 1 / ·::;:;ors .

Stater11ent says in part:

'1'~1c 19GG

"Ile /the profcs~;o_i_::/ ucccpts his shc11·c

of f u.cu 1 ty res pons ib i 1 it i..cs for the 9ove rn;rncr- o £ his ins ti tut ion"
(Facu 1 ty Handbook, p. 50,\) .

In v icw o ( the ~, ·obabi 1 i ty that

.both "orderly functioning of the University" aqd its "governance"
would become impossible,

if

conduct such as noted in the previous

motion were to become common, we ask the Faculty Policy Committee:
What steps has the Faculty taken or does it propose to take "to
devise means for implementing" at UNM this aspect of professorial
responsibility as defined by the 1966 Statement of the A.AoU oP .?
We would appreciate a report prior to the next meeting of the
Regents.
MOTION:

The Regents acknowledt_:e having received, through the

Faculty Policy committee and the President, the expression made by
the Faculty at its Meeting of Nc-vember 30, 1972, to the effect
that the Faculty intends to discuss any subject which it chooses
to consider and to express itself on any matter which it considers appropriate.

With full recognition of basic First Amend-

ment Guarantees, including the right to freedom of assembly and
discussion, we submit that by majority vote, with a quorum present,
members attending any given faculty meeting may take official
action representative of the entire faculty only on matters
permitted and allowed under the Faculty constitution, Section 2,
Responsibilities (Faculty Handbook, P· 20A).
It should also be noted that this section concludes with the
Proviso that "actions taken by the University Faculty shall be
subject to the authority of the Regents in matters involving

finance, personnel, and general University policy."

Further-

more "general University policy" includes the principle {Statement of Policy, Adopted by the Regents August 8, 1970):
(4)
In order to assure its autonomy and
integrity, this University shall not be an instrument of partisan political action. The expression
of political opinions and viewpoints will be those
of the individual and not of the University institutionally. The official adoption of any political
position institutionally, whether favored by a
majority or minority, t (_·:1ds to substitute partisanship for the continuing search for truth and in fact
has a chilling effect on the search for truth.

Therefore, in view of our policy reserving unto ourselves
"the right to . consider and determine, if · in the exercise of
sound discretion it is deemed necessary, any matter rel~ting
to the University," we reiterate and reaffirm the principle
quoted above which prohibits institutional expression of
political opinions and viewpoints, the effect of which is to
make the Uni v.e rsi ty an instrument of partisan political action.
Official resolutions of this nature are,and shall be, deemed
out of order.

RESPONSE OF FACULTY POLICY COMMITTEE

STATEMENT I.

The Faculty Policy Committee joins with ·t he Regents in
their concern for the orderly functioning of Faculty Meetings
and for the orderly debate and consideration of matters before
the Faculty Meeting.

The Comrnittee notes that the full tran-

script of the Faculty Heeting of November 30, 1972, reflects
that the breakdown in communication and orderly debate resulted from the conduct of many persons and from many circumstances.

The Committee deplores the conduct of all persons

at that meeting which irlterfered with the orderly consideration
of Faculty matters.

Debate at Faculty Meetings usually pro-

ceeds in an orderly and courteous manner, and inst ances of
objectionable conduct are exceedingly rare.

The Committee

further recognizes that the responsibility for the orderly
conduct of Faculty Meetings resides, in the first instance,
with the designated officers of the Faculty Meeting.
The Faculty Policy Committee will report to the Faculty,
at its next meeting, the substance of iheRegents' motion and
the Committee's response.
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s·rATEMENT I I •

The Faculty Policy Conunittce shares with the Regents their
interest and concern in seeing that all constituent elements of
the University assume thei~ full share of responsibility for the
orderly functioning and governance of the University of New Mexico.
A subcommittee of the Faculty Policy Committee is in the process of
fonnulating reco~JUendations about the institutional and procedural
framework for the Faculty's exercise of its full share of respons i bility in the governance of the University.

The.Policy Committee

would be pleased to conununicate to the Regents the substance of
this subcommittee's report when it is available.
The Committee agrees with the Regents that the professional
and orderly exchange of ideas is essential to the proper assumption of this responsibility.

The Committee further believes that

within the University conflict of opinion is beneficial and inevitable; that such conflict should be resolved through open
debate and democratic processes, governed by accepted rules;
and, that even more importantly, its constructive resolution
requires effective consultation, negotlation and exploration
of alternatives.
The Faculty Policy committee is ready to join with the
Regents and the university Administration in working to establish and maintain mutual respect and trust, candor and openness,
and general congeniality among all elements of the University
community, to achieve responsible and creative governance of
the University.

STATEMENT III.

The Faculty Policy Committee acknowletlg~s receipt of the
Regents' motion of January 12, 1973, concerned with proper
subjects for action by the Faculty at Faculty Meetings.

The

Faculty Policy Committee agrees with the Regents that the
Faculty Meeting may not take official action on any matter
that it wishes to and that the jurisdiction of the Faculty
Meeting is limited to matters permitted and allowed under
Article I, Section 2 of the Faculty Constitution.

As with

all deliberative bodies, however, the in~erpretation of what
falls within its jurisdictional mandate rests, in the first
instance, with the body itself.

The Faculty Policy Conunittee

urges the Faculty, individually and collectively, to utilize
good faith and restraint in interpreting its . jurisdictiona l
mandate, so as ·t o protect the credibility and integrity of the
Faculty as an institution.

The Faculty Policy Co£tunittee further

urges the Regents to demonstrate trust and respect for the
Faculty in its exercise of primary responsibility in interpreting the jurisdicEional mandate set forth in the Faculty Constitution.

APPROVED BY THE REGENTS
February 23, 1973

The Regents of the University of New Mexico commend and
approve the action taken by Academic Vice President Travelstead
in censuring a faculty member for disruptive and inappropriate
conduct in the faculty meeting of November 30, 1972 and the
motion of the Faculty Policy Conunittee deploring such conduct.
Such conduct interferes with the University's educational
function and disrupts conununity living on campus, in violation
of Section 6 of the Regents' statement on Rights and Responsibilities at the University of New Mexico.

Such conduct calls

for a public apology and should be considered in weighing the
various factors involved in making decisions on retention or
non-retention of probationary faculty.

I'·-::- · ,,,-1_

APPROVED BY THE REGENTS

February 23, 1973
The Regents have received the report of the Facull~
Policy Conunittce transmitted with Chairman Hicks' letter

to the President of the Regen ts, dated February 19, 1973.
The Regents arc gratified by the progress shown in all three
of the statements contained in the report; particularly, the
Regents appreciate the matters contained in Statement II,
which gives promis e of formulating reconunendations about
institutional and procedural framework for the faculty's
exercise of its full share of responsibility in the governance of the University.

The Regents are fully aware of the

possibilities of legitimate conflicts of opinion and concur
with the Conunittee's view that conflicts are not only a
necessary part of the democratic process, but are actually desirable in the constructive resolution of problems.

At the same

time, the Regents applaud the efforts of the Conunittee to
resolve any such conflicts in an atmosphere of mutual respect,
candor, congeniality and courtesy.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Mar ch 14, 197 3

TO:

All Members o

aculty

FROM:
One of the agend
i ems for the March 13 meeting of the
University Faculty as a report of . the Faculty Policy
Committee's Subcommittee for Constitutional Revision, the
materials for which were distributed to all faculty members by me under a covering memo dated March 8.
At yesterday's meeting of the Faculty, it was urged that
faculty members study the proposed constitutional revisions
and send any suggestions or proposed amendmen.ts to the
Secretary (206 Scholes Hall) in writing before Wednesday,
March 28.
This will permit time for summarizing and coordinating any
proposed changes prior to issuing the agenda for the next
faculty meeting on April 10, and it will also provide an
opportunity for the Faculty Policy Committee to be
apprised of any such proposed changes.
JND/ rl

